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ABSTRACT
ACTIVE CONTROL OF LARGE AM PLITUDE  
NO NLINEAR FREE VIBRATIONS A N D  NO NLINEAR  
SUPERSONIC PANEL FLUTTER OF BEAM S A N D  
COM POSITE PLATES USING  PIEZOELECTRIC  
SELF-SENSING ACTUATORS
Q inqin L i 
O ld Dominion University, 2005 
Director: Dr. Chuh Mei
This thesis employs a coupled structural-electrical fin ite  element modal form ulation 
for the control o f nonlinear free vibrations, and supersonic panel flu tte r of beams 
and composite plates w ith  and w ithou t therm al environment. M u ltip le  modes of the 
nonlinear free v ib ra tion  and supersonic panel flu tte r are considered in  the closed loop 
simulations. Two different controllers are designed and investigated. The firs t one is 
the output feedback controller comprised of a Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQ R) and 
an Extended Kalm an F ilte r (EKF). E K F  considers the nonlinear state space m a trix  
and has a gain sequence evaluated on-line. Thus the L Q R /E K F  nonlinear controller 
has more accurate state estimation over Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG ) controller 
for the nonlinear dynamics. The second controller is the ou tpu t feedback adaptive 
L Q R /E K F  controller. This adaptive controller includes a modal frequency identifi­
cation and state estimation algorithm . Lead Zirconate T itanate  (PZT5A) is used to  
suppress the free v ibration. PZT5A and another piezoelectric actuator: Macro Fiber 
Composite (M FC) are used to  suppress supersonic panel flu tte r. The placement of ac­
tuators is based on two approaches: one is the norm of optim al feedback control gain 
m a trix  (NFCG) method and the other is H 2 norm. The placement of piezoelectric
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
sensors is based on the Kalm an F ilte r feedback estimation gain (N KFEG ) method. 
Based on the locations of both  actuators and sensors, placement of self-sensing ac­
tuators is realized. Numerical simulations show th a t the L Q R /E K F  controller is 
hard to  suppress lim it  cycle oscillations (LCO ) for nonlinear free vibrations. The 
adaptive L Q R /E K F  gives good control for the nonlinear free vibrations, even w ith  
unknown sudden changes. Three types of responses for the nonlinear panel f lu tte r at 
supersonic speeds and elevated temperatures are studied. They are the LCO, chaos 
and static therm al post-buckling deflections. The L Q R /E K F  is effective to  control 
a ll the responses.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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CH APTER I 
INTRO DUCTIO N
I . l  M otivations
There are two m ain parts in  th is  thesis. One is adaptive control of nonlinear 
free v ib ra tion, the other is active control o f supersonic panel f lu tte r w ith  or w ithou t 
therm al environment. The firs t part is a learning process o f active control of non­
linear v ib ra tion, and i t  is also a preparation for the second one. As a self-excited, 
dynamic ins tab ility  phenomenon, panel flu tte r is often encountered in  the supersonic 
and hypersonic fligh t vehicles, which can lead the fatigue failure of the skin panels. 
Suppression of panel flu tte r has been paid much attention in  the past 40 years. Aero­
dynamic heating also affects the panel flu tte r o f high speed fligh t vehicles. Under 
therm al loads, the surface panel may be subjected to  flu tte r at lower c ritica l dynamic 
pressure; large temperature increase may also cause large therm al deflections. And 
such therm al deflection of the skin panel may change the configuration o f the vehi­
cles, which leads to  poor fligh t performance. So i t ’s necessary tha t therm al effects 
are considered in  panel flu tte r suppression.
In  most literatures, panel flu tte r caused by only the aerodynamic pressure is 
discussed. L im it Cycle Oscillation (LCO) w ill occur beyond the critica l dynamic 
pressure. Suppression of the LCO has been discussed by Zhou et al. [1,2]. Under 
therm al effects, three types o f responses are considered: LCO (including periodic 
motions), chaotic and static therm al post-buckling deflections. LCO (including peri­
odic motions) has been successfully controlled in  many literatures [1-4]. Suppression
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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of the la tte r two responses are seldom discussed. This thesis w ill research the sup­
pression of the chaotic motions and static therm al post-buckling deflections w ith  
Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) and Extended Kalman F ilte r (E K F). Successful 
suppression results o f a ll the three responses w ill be shown later.
1.2 Survey of Literature
1.2.1 Nonlinear V ibration of Beam s
The active control o f v ib ra tion  of flexible structure has im portan t applications 
in  engineering especially in  aerospace and automotive fields. Most lite ra ture  used 
linear or nonlinear control method for a linear model. However, nonlinearity is easily 
included due to  large elastic motion, which influences the structure tremendously 
bu t has been seldom considered in  controls. The firs t lite ra ture  in  large am plitude 
v ib ra tion  of beam can be traced to  Woinowsky-Krieger [5], who considered the free 
v ib ra tion  o f a sim ply supported beam w ith  axial force, which introduced a nonlin­
ear cubic term  in to  the Euler-Bernoulli equation of the beams. Using a single-mode 
approach and the e llip tic  function, the relationship between displacement am plitude 
and ra tio  of nonlinear frequency to  natura l frequency was obtained. Chu and Her­
rmann [6] used the perturbation method and the principle of energy conservation to  
solve the nonlinear free v ib ra tion  of simply supported plates and compared the ir re­
sults w ith  the e llip tic  function approach. Srinivasan [7,8] employed the R itz-G alerkin 
technique to  obtain the algebraic equation of nonlinear free and forced vibrations of 
simply supported beams and plates, then used Newton and Bigradient M a tr ix  method 
to  get the numerical solution. Ray and Bert [9] supplied three different methods to
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investigate the nonlinear free v ib ra tion  of a sim ply supported beam: Assumed Space 
Mode (ASM ), Assumed Tim e Mode (A TM ) and R itz-G alerkin method. Bennett and 
Eisley [10] used a three-mode Galerkin method to  analyze large am plitude m otion of 
a beam w ith  clamped ends. Pandalai and Sathyamoorthy [11] obtained the modal 
equations for the nonlinear vibrations of beams by Lagrange’s Equation.
A fte r a ll these classic methods, fin ite  element method gradually was employed in 
th is area. M ei [12-14] presented fin ite  element analysis for nonlinear vibrations of 
beams and plates, obtained remarkable agreement w ith  the results o f Burgreen [15] 
and Srinivasna [7], Chu and Herrmann [6], Evensen [16], experimental data. Nayfeh, 
Mook and Lob itz [17] developed a num erical-perturbation method for the nonlinear 
analysis o f beam vibrations by using finite-difference or finite-element techniques to  
solve linear spatial problem, and the method of m ultip le  scales to  solve nonlinear 
tem poral problem. Since the former work d idn ’t  consider the inplane effects, when 
using Rayleigh-Ritz M ethod to  get the frequency-amplitude relationship of vibrations 
of slender beams, th in  circular and rectangular plates, R a ju  et al. [18] included the 
inplane modes in to  the analysis and found tha t inplane inertia  is negligible bu t the 
inplane deformation is to  reduce the nonlinearity. Then Bhashyam and Prathap [19] 
presented a Lagrange-type and a Galerkin fin ite  element approach for studying the 
nonlinear v ibrations o f clamped-clamped and sim ply supported beams w ith  im m ov­
able ends. They neglected the inertia  terms due to  inplane displacement u, using 
a condensation procedure to  elim inate u  and obtain m a trix  equations in  transverse 
displacement w alone. Then the eigenvalue problem can be examined for the behav­
io r of w  alone. In  1994, Srirangarajan [20] presented two methods: m ultip le  scales 
and the ultra-spherical polynom ial approxim ation procedure to  solve nonlinear free
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vibrations o f sim ply supported uniform  beams, comparing w ith  another nine previ­
ous methods [21-23]. Then in  1997, Shi et al. [24] presented a tim e-domain m ultip le  
modal form ulation based on the fin ite  element method for large-amplitude free v i­
bra tion of th in  composite plates. They found tha t fin ite  element method is able to 
obtain the Duffing-type modal equations more easily than the classic continuum  par­
t ia l d ifferentia l equations (PDE) and G alerkin ’s method. They concluded th a t for 
sim ply supported beams, the single-mode solution is accurate; for beams w ith  other 
support condiyions, m ultip le  modes are needed.
1.2.2 Nonlinear Vibration of P lates
For the plate, Chlandi [25] first studied plate vibrations experimentally in  1787. 
She observed nodal patterns on square plates at the ir natura l frequencies. Then 
many studies followed. For large am plitude nonlinear v ib ra tion  o f the plate, von 
Karm an [26] firs t considered the inplane effect and give an analytical solution for a 
simply supported plate. Then there are many approxim ation methods [27] derived in  
th is  area. Mei [13] was the firs t one who applied fin ite  element method in  the problem. 
Especially for the geometrically nonlinear behavior of composite plates, Vhuen-Yuen 
Chia [28] gave a good review in  1988. Shi et al. [24] presented a tim e-domain m ultip le  
modal form ulation based on the fin ite  element method for large-amplitude free v ib ra­
tion  o f th in  composite plates. Recently Alhazza and Alhazza [29] gave a review on the 
recent progress in  plate and shell vibrations. Most recently, Harada and Yamada [30] 
used fin ite  element method to  derive reduced-order nonlinear modal equations of 
plates, and they obtained dominant nonlinear in-plane pseudo-modes by an approx­
imate approach using the Newton-Raphson method. Saha et al. [31] formed the
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large am plitude nonlinear free v ib ra tion  of isotropic plate by a variational method, 
then solved the corresponding static problem firs t through an iterative scheme using 
a relaxation parameter, and solved the dynamic problem as a standard eigenvalue 
problem.
1.2.3 A ctive Control o f V ibration
Mostly, active v ib ra tion  controllers can be designed in  terms of the two descrip­
tion  of v ibration: modal modes and wave motion. Generally, modal control aims to  
control the global behavior of the structure, while wave control aims to  control the 
flow of v ib ra tiona l energy through the structure [32]. There are lots o f literatures for 
wave control [32-34]. However, when wave control efficiently suppressed v ib ra tion  
on one parts, global response of the control may introduce v ib ra tion  on other parts 
since wave control d id  not consider the global m otion of the structures. To avoid the 
drawback o f the wave control, modal control becomes another interesting method. 
A lthough modal control may have the main disadvantage, spillover, w ith  the appear­
ance of smart structures, the problem can be manageable. Currently, modal control 
has been realized by many methods. M eirovitch et al. [35] compared coupled control 
and independent control methods for flexible system by using pole placement and 
linear optim al control techniques, showing th a t independent control is superior than 
coupled control by offering a larger choice of control techniques and requiring less 
com putational efforts. Inman [36] extended independent modal space control to  non­
conservative structures. Later he [37] also explained although independent control 
is attractive, sometimes i t  w ill be d ifficu lt to  get, because the model is an approxi­
m ation, and the effect of controller on the unmodeled modes, th a t is, the spillover
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needs to  be considered. Then he also applied smart structures to  give two solutions 
to  the problem. Above methods m ain ly used pole placement as control techniques. 
Actually, other techniques were also implemented in  modal control. M eirovitch et 
al. [35] also used linear optim al control technique by solving R iccati equation for 
the steady-state case. Zhang [38] analyzed the optim al v ib ra tion  control problem 
by using the natura l second-order form  of the equations o f m otion, then obtained 
optim al rectangular control feedback matrices by solving a set o f linear differentia l 
equations but not nonlinear R iccati equation. Robust control also is used in  th is area. 
Wang and Huang [39] designed an H -in fin ite  controller w ith  the model error com­
pensator to  suppress the beam vibration, and the framework o f the control a lgorithm  
is s till the independent modal space control. X ie el al. [40] used H -in fin ite  control 
method to  suppress the low-frequency modal v ib ra tion  of the th in  plate covered w ith  
a controllable constraint, and rejected the modal spillovers. For the application of 
adaptive control in  the field, Abdel-M otagaly and Mei [41] used adaptive feedback 
linearization to  control the nonlinear free vibrations of a sim ply supported beam 
modeled in  a single-mode, and they had a better result than linear controller (LQ R 
and H -in fin ite). Yu and Zhang [42] applied an adaptive backstepping design to  syn­
chronize two uncertain chaotic systems including a duffing oscillator. Last but not 
the least, in te lligent control a lgorithm  are taken in to th is top ic as well, de Abreu and 
Ribeiro [43] proposed an on-line self-organizing fuzzy logic controller to  control of v i­
brations in  flexible structures. This method m inim ized the role o f human experience 
by updating the rule base using self-organizing procedure. Later they [44] presented 
a design of adaptive fuzzy controller for the control of the same objects. Based on 
Lyapunov’s s tab ility  theory, they synthesize a stable adaptive system. Both  methods
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have been verified effectively in  experiments of steel cantilever test beams. Hossain et 
al. [45] used Genetic A lgorithm  (G A) and Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference system to  
develop mechanisms of the active control o f a flexible beam in  transverse v ibration. 
Significant level o f v ib ra tion  cancellation has been achieved w ith  these methods in  
the tests. In  th is  research, sudden changes of the frequency for some unknown reason 
w ill be considered for the free v ib ra tion  control case. A n  L Q R /E K F  controller w ith  
system identification w ill s t ill suppress such v ib ra tion  successfully.
1.2.4 P iezoelectric Sensor and A ctuator
To realize active control, sensors and actuators are the necessary parts o f the 
whole control system. Recently, smart structures have been broadly used as the 
part. Piezoelectric m ateria l is the most commonly used one in  the field. A t first, 
m onolith ic piezoelectric elements such as PZT, P LZT, P V D F axe used to  control v i­
bra tion o f beams [46-50] and plates [51-54]. Recently, piezoelectric fiber composite 
materials such as the 1-3 Composites, Active F iber Composites (AFC ), Macro Fiber 
Composites (M FC) have been developed [55-57]. W ith  the fiber-reinforced compos­
ite nature, and in terd ig ita ted electrodes, they could increase actuation authority, 
fle x ib ility  and the ab ility  to  impose tw is ting  deformation onto a structure. Many 
applications of these piezocomposite materials have been presented [58-60]. In  fact, 
piezoelectric materials not only can be used as actuators or sensors in  v ib ra tion  active 
control, bu t also, can combine both  functions on one device, th a t is self-sensing actu­
ator, which is perfectly collocated and can be effectively modelled and implemented 
in  v ib ra tion  suppression [48,61]. To suppress v ib ra tion  efficiently, the location of ac­
tuators and sensors are very im portant. Many methods for the optim al placement of
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actuators and sensors have been developed. For example, the con tro llab ility  method, 
including the modal contro llab ility  [62], modal and system con tro llab ility  [63], spatial 
contro llab ility  [64], and analytical bound approach [65]. Another classic method 
is the performance index method [66,67]. Other special algorithms, such as Genetic 
A lgorithm  (G A) [68] and simulated annealing optim ization a lgorithm  (SA) [69] are 
also used. Most o f the methods are efficient for linear models. In  th is thesis, both 
PZT5A and M FC w ill be applied to  suppression free v ib ra tion  and panel f lu tte r w ith  
or w ithou t therm al stresses. Results w ill show tha t M FC w ill give better control 
results.
1.2.5 Panel F lutter
In  1970, E. H. Dowell [70] gave a review for the experimental and theoretical 
research in  panel flu tte r. He summarized four analysis categories for panel flu tte r, 
considering nonlinearities in  structura l or aerodynamic theories. Then he listed five 
approaches in  deriving the equations of motion: G alerkin ’s method, fin ite  difference 
method, fin ite  element method, separation o f variables method and traveling wave 
method. M ei et al. [71] provided a comprehensive review of nonlinear panel flu tte r at 
supersonic and hypersonic speeds in  1999. They summarized five panel flu tte r theo­
ries and four classic analytic methods. Then they showed tha t using the fin ite  element 
method, lim ita tions of the classic method can be overcame and effects of aerodynamic 
damping, complex panel configurations and support conditions, lam inated composite 
anisotropic panel properties, flow angularities, inplane stresses and therm al loads can 
be included in  the form ulation. In  2000, Abdel-M otagaly et al. [72] considered the 
acoustic excitation of nonlinear panel flu tte r at supersonic speeds. He gave various
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results for isotropic and composite panels at many combinations of sound pressure 
level and dynamic pressure. In  2003, Guo and M ei [73] applied aeroelastic modes to  
study the nonlinear panel flu tte r at a rb itra ry  supersonic yawed angle. The ir results 
showed tha t, at zero or a rb itra ry  yawed flow angle, only two aeroelastic modes or six 
to  seven modes are needed for designing the controllers for flu tte r suppression instead 
o f six or th ir ty  six normal modes. Recently, Azzouz et al. [74] studied the nonlinear 
f lu tte r of shallow shell panels under yawed supersonic flow angle using fin ite  element 
method.
Since nonlinear supersonic panel flu tte r under therm al loads is studied in  th is  
thesis, a b rie f survey of panel flu tte r under temperature effects is provided. Mei et 
al. [71] gave a detailed review of the therm al effects for the nonlinear panel flu tte r 
at supersonic and hypersonic speeds. They showed there exists five types panel be­
haviors: fla t, buckled, lim ited-cycle oscillation (LCO ), periodic and chaotic motions. 
In  2001, Duan and M ei [75] analyzed the nonlinear response of the supersonic panel 
flu tte r under therm al and acoustic loads. The ir results showed th a t only therm al 
and acoustic loads need to  be considered for the design o f surface panel under mod­
erate sound pressure level (SPL), but a ll three loads including aerodynamic pressure 
need to  be considered at high SPL. Cheng et al. [76] studied the combination of 
aerodynamic damping, therm al effects and flow angle on the s tab ility  boundaries of 
supersonic panel flu tte r. The ir results concluded tha t, for isotropic square plates 
heated uniform ly, flow angle has less effects than therm al effects, bu t for composite 
plates, flow angle can not be ignored. They also found th a t the in teraction between 
the stiffening caused by temperature gradients and the softening caused by therm al 
expansion results in  a slowly decreasing s tab ility  boundary. Recently, Cheng and
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Mei [77] analyzed the therm al effects on the hypersonic panel flu tte r using a fin ite  
element modal method. They found tha t at low or moderate dynamic pressure, the 
flu tte ring  panel under therm al effects evolves in to  chaos by the period-doubling route, 
bu t at high dynamic pressure, i t  takes the in te rm itten t transitions route.
1.2.6 Suppression of Panel F lutter
For the suppression of panel flu tte r, the review of Mei et al. [71] listed tha t the 
optim al control, the rate feedback control and the active compensation o f aerody­
namic stiffness (ACAS) control are the main active control methods to  suppress the 
linear and nonlinear panel flu tte r. Most passive control methods induce inplane loads 
to  make the panel stiffer, then they could increase its  c ritica l dynamic pressure and 
suppress the flu tte ring. They also summarized tha t, for linear panel flu tte r, bending 
moment induced by piezoelectric materials is not effective since there is no bending 
behavior in  the linear case. Bu t for nonlinear case, bending moment is effective in 
flu tte r suppression. Sadri et al. [78] applied linear quadratic Gaussian design (LQG) 
controller to  suppress the linear panel flu tte r. Rayleigh-Ritz method is used to  obtain 
the model and the G A is used to  determine the optim al locations o f the piezoeletric 
actuators. Recently, K im  et al. [79] applied a neuroadaptive controller to  suppress 
the flu tte r o f a swept-back cantilevered composite panel using fiber bragg grating 
(FBG) sensors. The controller consisted of the neuroidentification model which is 
to  obtain the m athematical representation of the real plant, and a neurocontroller 
which is to  apply the real-time control of the system.
Considering the therm al effects, Zhou et al. [1, 2] applied an optim al controller 
to  suppress the nonlinear supersonic panel flu tte r under uniform  therm al loads. And
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the papers showed good results for suppression the LCO and periodic flu tte ring. 
Moon and K im  [4] suppressed the nonlinear composite panel f lu tte r under therm al 
effects w ith  active/passive hybrid  piezoelectric networks. This approach has both  
advantages of high performance and feedback action o f active control and less control 
effort and more stable of passive control. Also the controller successfully suppressed 
the periodic flu tte ring. Duan et al. [80] used shape memory alloy (SM A) to  suppress 
the supersonic panel flu tte r under therm al loads considering the flow yaw angle. 
W ith  SMA, the c ritica l buckling temperature for the panel can be increased, and 
the therm al postbuckling can be completely suppressed. Also the c ritica l dynamic 
pressure is increased, then the panel f lu tte r due to  aerodynamic pressure is reduced or 
suppressed. Park and K im  [3] applied M FC actuators to  suppress the nonlinear panel 
f lu tte r under uniform  temperature d istribu tion. They showed th a t inplane actuation 
of M FC can increase c ritica l temperature and c ritica l dynamic pressure and decrease 
the large therm al deflection. And out-of-plane actuation of M FC can suppress the 
aero-thermal large deflection, bu t snap-through behavior can occur when the applied 
voltage reaches the critica l snap-through voltage. In  most o f these literatures, LCO 
and periodic motions of panel f lu tte r can be controlled successfully bu t not for chaotic 
motion. Panel flu tte r w ith  or w ithou t therm al stresses w ill be suppressed in  the 
thesis by the L Q R /E K F  controller. The results w ill show th a t the controller can 
handel both  LCO and chaotic conditions. And when the number o f actuators is not 
enough, static deflection can be obtained. W ith  more actuators, the therm al static 
postbuckling deflection can be suppressed completely.
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1.3 Scope o f Thesis
F in ite  element formulations for the nonlinear large am plitude free vibrations and 
the nonlinear supersonic panel flu tte r w ill be developed in  chap. 2. von Karm an’s 
large deflection theory is applied in  the strain displacement relations. Quasi-steady 
first-order piston aerodynamic theory is implemented to  develop the aerodynamic 
pressure and aerodynamic damping in  the fin ite  element form ulation for supersonic 
panel flu tte r. M odal transform ation is applied to  obtain the m odal equations of the 
system.
In  chap. 3, state space equations of the system w ill be developed for the output 
feedback control. Several controllers w ill be described: Linear Q uadratic Gaussian 
(LQG) controller, the L Q R /E K F  controller which is comprised of a linear quadratic 
regulator (LQ R) and an extended Kalm an F ilte r (EKF). The E K F  uses linear ap­
proxim ation over every step o f the ite ra tion for nonlinear systems, then solves the 
Riccati equation to  get the E K F  gains. Thus the E K F  includes nonlinearity of the 
system and can provide better estimation than linear Kalm an F ilte r. A  system fre­
quency identification w ill be applied to  provide a good start estimation value for 
E K F  and Kalm an F ilte r. The auto regressive exogenous (A R X ) model is employed 
in  frequency identification.
Three optim al location methods for the two types of piezoelectric actuators and 
sensors, PZT5A and M FC, are described in  chap. 4. The three placement methods 
are the norm of optim al feedback control gain m a trix  (NFCG) method, the H 2 norm 
method and the norm of Kalm an F ilte r estimator gain (N KFEG ) method. The first 
two methods are for optim al actuator locations and the last one is for optim al sensor
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placement. For all approaches, i f  the particu la r location has higher values, then th is 
location has higher control au thority  or contro llability.
Chap. 5 w ill present a ll the numerical results o f the modelling and control for the 
nonlinear free vibrations. A  2-D beam and a 3-D composite plate w ill be studied. 
L Q R /E K F  control results w ill be shown. Also, before and after using the system 
ID , the control results w ill be compared. For different actuator placement meth­
ods, results w ill be displayed for each control object. Analysis and control results: 
the m aximum deflection tim e history, phase plot, modal partic ipation, controlled 
v ib ra tion  and control efforts w ill be presented.
Supersonic panel flu tte r control results w ill be shown in  chap. 6 . A  2-D  isotropic 
panel and a 3-D composite panel w ill be discussed. The performance of L Q R /E K F  
controller w ill be presented. Control effects of different piezoelectric actuators w ill 
be compared. Also, w ith  or w ithou t therm al stresses, supersonic panel flu tte r w ill 
produce different responses. Successful control results of LCO, static responses and 
chaotic motions w ill be presented here. The same results o f analysis and control 
listed in  chap. 5 for free vibrations w ill also be shown in  th is  chapter for nonlinear 
panel flu tte r.
In  chap. 7, conclusions, contributions and future work w ill be given.
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CH APTER II 
FINITE ELEM ENT FORM ULATION
II. 1 Strain D isplacem ent R elations
The isotropic beams and rectangular plates and composite plates can be modelled 
by using the Bogner-Fox-Schmit (BFS) [81] C l conforming rectangular elements. 
Each BFS element consists o f 16 bending degrees o f freedom (DO F) {u>b}i6x i and 8 
in-plane DO F {iom} 8xi as described below:
{w b }  =  { w i  W2 W3 W4 Wxl Wx2 Wx3 WxA Wyl Wy2 Wy3 Wy4 Wxy2 Wxy3 Wxy3 Wxy4} T
{™m} =  {ui U2 u3 UA U i  V2 V3 VAy .
(1)
The element transverse displacement function w, and the inplane displacement func­
tions u and v  can be expressed as:
w =  a3 +  a2x  +  a3y  +  a4x 2 +  a5xy  +  a6y2 +  a7x 3 +  a8x2y  +  adxy2 +  awy3 +  an x 3y
+  a i2x 2y2 +  a13xy 3 +  au x 3y2 +  ai5x 2y3 +  a16x 3y3 
=  [H w(x ,y ) ] { a } 
u =  bi +  b2x  +  b3y +  b4xy  
=  [Hu(x ,y ) ] {b }  
v =  b5 +  b6x +  b7y +  b8xy  
=  [Hv(x ,y ) ] {b} ,
(2)
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where the displacement function row matrices are
[Hw(x,y) ]  =  {1 x  y x 2 xy  y 2 x 3 x 2y x y 2 y3 x 3y x 2y2 x y 3 x 3y2 x 2y3 x 3y3}
[Hu(x, y)] =  {1 x y xy  0 0 0 0} (3)
[Hu(x,y)} =  {0  0 0 0 1 x  y  xy} ,  
and the generalized coordinate vectors are
{a }  — {o i 02 03 04 0506 07 as 09 010 on  012 013 014 015 Oie}T 
{5 } =  {bi  62 63 64 65 be 67 bs}T ■
The generalized coordinates {a }  and {5 } are expressed as:
(4)
(5)
M  =  P&] W  
{b} =  [Tm\ {w m}.
The von Karm an large deflection theory is considered to  account for nonlinear 
beam and plate analysis. The strain can be represented as
(6)
/  \ /  \
&X °x ^X
£Cy > =  < £°y
> +  z  < Ky
7 xy V / , fxy > KxyK
These stra in vectors can be w ritten  in  terms of the displacement functions as
/  \ /  •V /  \
'U'tX w % IV ,xx
£y > =  < v ,y
1
2 w l
> +  z  < ~ w ,yy >
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Simply,
{ e }  =  { £ ° }  +  z{ k ]
=  { & }  +  {eg} +  * W  
=  { £m) +  2 ^ K ^ }  +  Zi K} ’










The membrane stra in and curvature vectors can be expressed in  terms of the 
generalized coordinates:
{e°m}  =  [Cm\{b ]  =  [Cm][Tm\ {w m}  =  [Bm){wm}, (10)
where
where
[Hu(x ,y ) \>x 0 1 0 ^ 0 0 0 0
[Cm} = [Hv( x , y ) l y = 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 X
[Hu(x ,y ) \ ty +  [Hv(x ,y ) ] jX O O l x O l O y
II
OQS =  i[« ] [S » ]{» 6}.
[Ce] =
[Hw(x, y)],x
[Hw(x, y) \ tV
0 1 0  2x  y 0 3x2 2xy  y 2 0
0 0 1 0 x 2y 0 x 2 2xy  3y 2
3x 2y 2xy 2 y3 3x 2y2 2xy 3 3x 2y3
x 3 2x 2y 3x y 2 2x 3y 3x 2y2 3x 3y 2
( i i )
(12)
(13)





\Hw{x., y)\,xx 0 0 0 2 0 0 6x 2 y 0 0
[c y  = [Hw(x, y)],yy =  — 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2x 6 y
I
H
i 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 4x 4 y 0
6xy 2 y 2 0 6xy2 2y 3 6x y 3
0 2x2 6xy 2x3 6 x 2y 6x3y
6x2 8 xy  6 y 2 12x 2y 12xy2 18x 2y 2
The strain-displacement relations can be expressed as
{e } =  [Bm\ {w m}  +  ^[0 ] [Be\ {w b}  +  z [Bb] {w b}.
(15)
(16)
II.2 P iezoelectric C onstitutive Equations
The electric enthalpy density is defined as
H  =  U — D  ■ E, (17)
where D  and E  are the electric displacement density and electric field, whose product 
represents the electrostatic energy density. The enthalpy can be expressed as
H  =  i [ Q F { 4  -  {E }T[e]{£> -  i { £ } TM*{£}, (18)
and
d H
=  f a
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where are the stress and strain, [Q]E is the stiffness m a tr ix  measured at
constant electric field, [e]£ is the dielectric p e rm ittiv ity  m a trix  measured at constant 
strain m a trix  [e] is the piezoelectric stra in constants.
Substitute Eq. (19) in to Eq. (18), the coupled electrical-structural piezoelectric 
constitutive equations can be expressed as
M  =  [Q]E{e}  -  [e)T{ E ]
(20)
{ D }  =  [e]{e} +  [ e f { E } .
Since the stress constants [d] and the free p e rm ittiv ity  m a trix  [e]a are easier to  be 
obtained than the piezoelectric stra in constants [e] and clamped p e rm ittiv ity  m a trix  
[e]e, we can use the relationships below
[e] =  [d][Q]E
(21)
[er =  [ e r - [ d ] [ Q f [ d f ,  
to  obtain the electric displacement density equation
{ D }  =  [d}[Q}E( {e }  -  [ d f { £ } )  +  [t ]*{E}. (22)
II.3 Electric Field and Electric D isplacem ent D ensity
The electric potentia l {w ^ }  for each BFS element is defined as
{ ^ }  =  { V 1, V 2, . . . , V np},  (23)
where the V j is the electric potentials applied to  or detected from  the piezoelectric
layers of the element, and np denotes the to ta l number o f piezoelectric layers. The
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voltage establishes a linear electric displacement density and electric fie ld through 
the thickness of the piezoelectric material. And the electric field strength is
E  =  -V V . (24)
The to ta l electric field due to  a ll of the piezoelectric layers can be expressed as
{ E ik}  =  - [ 5 0]{u ;0}, (25)
where i  =  3 for trad itiona l P ZT  and i  — 1 for M FC actuators [82], which means tha t 
the electric displacement density is assumed to  be generated along the polarization 
axis only (3-direction) or 1-direction. [B$] is a diagonal m a trix  as
(26)
where hr describes the thickness for trad ition a l piezoceramics or the electrode spacing 
o f th r  in te rd ig ita l electrodes for the M FC actuators.
And fina lly  the Eq. (22) can be reduced to
f t  =  [ d ] [ £ ? ] ( { U - f t M )  +  < < f t  (27)
II.4 C onstitutive Equations
For a general k -th  layer piezoelectric composite plate, the stress-strain re lation­
ships are derived from  the classical lam inate plate theory. Since the composite plates 
are th in  (i.e. the ra tio  o f length or w id th  over thickness o f the panel is greater than
[ f t ]  =
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50), we can neglect the shear deformation. The isotropic beam can be treated as a 
special case o f the composite plate [68].



















1  / t \
(28)













where the subscripts s and p  indicate the structura l and piezoelectric lamina, respec­
tively. And the stress-strain relations for the k th  layer of a lam inated composite is 
obtained by combining the above two equations as
(30)
where [Qij]k is the transformed reduced lam ina stiffness m a trix  comprised of the ma­
teria l properties and the influence of the lam ination angle. For a general orthotrop ic 
piezoelectric layer such as M FC, the generated electric displacement density along
/ \
QX [Q11] [Q12] [<516]
/ \
s x
/  \ >
< Oy > — [Q12} {Q22] [<526] < < £y > -  Eik < dy ► >
TXy \ y k [Qie] [Q26] [Q66] k < 7xy \  J $xy V  J h '
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the 3-direction or 1-direction for the kth  layer may be w ritten  as
[On] [O12] [Ql6]















Combine the two equations together, and we can obtain the following reduced form
M fc  =  [0]fc({£}  -  E ik{ d } k)
Dik =  {d }k [Q ]k ( {£}  ~  Eikdk) +  ê ikEik,
(32)
(33)
where [Q\k and { d } k are the lam ina stiffness and stress/charge constants, respectively, 
for the kth  piezoelectric layer and are transformed to  the global x, y coordinates. For 
a trad itiona l composite layer, Eik =  {d}k  =  0 .
II.5 R esultant Forces and M om ents
The resultant forces and moments acting on a laminate are obtained by integra­
tion  o f the stresses in  each layer or lam inate through the lam ina thickness,
f/i/2
-h/2
Substitu ting Eq. (30) in to  above equation, the lam inate constitutive equation has 
the form
I a M  \ \A] \BU I e° 1 liV ,*
(35)
fh/
( { N } ,  { M } )  =  /  {<r}k( l ,z )dz  
J-h/
(34)




\  r _
[B ] [ D \ Mtp \ /
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where [A], [B] and [D] are the extensional, coupling and bending stiffness matrices 
o f the laminate, respectively, which for an n-layer laminate are defined as
n
[-'4] ^  ^[Q]fc(-Zfc+1 ~  Zk)
fe=l
[B ] =  E h < 5 k ( 4 +1 - 4 )  (36)
fe=i
p ]  =  £ h e w 4 + I - 4 ) -
k=1
II.6 P iezoelectric R esultant Forces and M om ents
The force and moment vectors resulting from  the piezoelectric effect are defined
as
rh/2
( { N <p} , { M (t>}  =  /  [Q]k{ d } kE ik{ l , z )dz .  (37)
Jh/2
Substitute Eq. (32) in to  Eq. (35), we have the resultant force vector 
{ N }  =  [A]{e?m}  +  [A ]{£° }  +  [£ ] { « }  -  { N * }
=  [A][Bm}{wm}  +  \ {A ] [9 ] [Be] {w b}  +  [B] [Bb] {w b}  -  {N + }  (38)
=  { N m}  +  { N B}  +  { N b} - { N 4>}.
Similarly, the resultant moment vector is determined as
{ M }  =  [.B]{e°m}  +  [B]{e«}  +  [ D] { k }  -  { M , }
=  [B] [Bm}{wm}  +  \ [B } [e } [Be} {wb}  +  [D] [Bb] {w b]  -  { M * }  (39)
=  { M m}  +  { M b }  +  { M b}  -  { M * } .
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The piezoelectric layer w ill also contribute to  the to ta l resultant force and moment
vectors. Separately, the piezoelectric force resultant vector is 
r *h+ i
i N 4>} =  z Z  [Q\k{dk} E ikdz
k= 1 dzk
np { E i }  =  ~[Piv][£<A ] {w * } ,
where
[Pn ) = [Q]k {d}khk  . . .  [Q] np{d\nph'np
And the piezoelectric moment resultant may be expressed as
where
[Pm } = \ [ Q \ \ d \ h i ( z i  +  z2) . . .  \ [ Q ] k { d } k h k { z k+1 -  zk)
np{dnp\h np(,Znp-\-i Znp)
II.7 Equations of M otion





By using the H am ilton ’s Principle, the fin ite  element equations for the lam inated 
composite plate w ith  fu lly  coupled electrical-structural properties can be derived 
from
f 2 5 ( T - U  +  We)dt =  0, (44)
Jt\
where T  and U  are the kinetic and strain energy o f the system, and W e expresses
the electrical energy. The kinetic energy is defined as
T  =  f  \ p ( w 2 +  i i2 +  v2)dV, (45)
Jv 2
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where w ,u  and v are the transverse and membrane velocity components, and p is 
the mass per un it volume, and V  is the volume of the element. The potentia l and 
electrical energies are defined as
v =  f  k e } TW } d V
Jv  2 (46)
w * =  j  \ { E } T{ D } d V .
The H am ilton ’s variational statement can be w ritten  in  the follow ing general form:
f  [p(SwTw +  SuTu  +  SvTv) — {^ £ }T{cr}  +  { 5 E } T{ D } ] d V  =  0. (47)
Jv
For the kinetic energy part, since in  H am ilton ’s principle, all variations must vanish 
at the tim e t  =  t \  and t  =  t 2, then it  can be expressed as
f  p(SwTw +  8uTu +  6vTv )dV  
Jv
=  f  p(5wTw +  8ut u +  5vTvdV  (48)
Jv
=  - ( { S w b} T [mb] {w b}  +  {5wm} T [rnm] {w m}),  
where the [mb\ and [mm] element mass matrices are expressed as
K ]  =  [Tb]T f  { H w}hp [H w]dA[Tb}
J a (49)
K , ]  =  [Tm}T ( [  { H u}hp [H u\ +  [  { H v}hp [Hv])dA[Tm] .
J a Ja
And the potentia l and electrical energy can be expressed as
/  ({fe}M -  {5E}T{D } )dV
,  , „ / 2  M 2 ( 5 0 )
= / [/ +  z{SK}T) { a } kdz -  I (6Eik)Dikdz]dA.
J a J-h/2 J-h/2
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Substitute Eq. (34), Eq. (8) and Eq. (33) in to  Eq. (50), the equation can be obtained 
as below
[  ( { fe }  W  -  { 5 E } T{ D } ) d V  
Jv
=  [  [ {5e°}T{ N }  +  {6k } t { M }  (51)
J a
r  JEL r zk+1
-  /  /  [(SEik) { { d } l [< 2 ] fc ( {£ 0 }  +  z { k }  — E ik{d } k) +  t1ikE ik] ]dz]dA.
J A k= l  J  Zk
Since the inplane strains and curvatures are expressed as
{6e°}T =  {Swm} T [Bm}T +  {5wb} T [Be]T [8]T
(52)
{iSk}t  = { /)u ‘h\ T [B tj'\r  >
by substitu ting Eq. (38), Eq. (39) and Eq. (52) in to  Eq. (51), the following equation 
can be obtained
J  l{Swm} T lBm}T (lA ] [Bm] {w m} +  i H P [ * ] { « * }  +  [B ][B „]{w 6}  -  { J V * } )
+  {Sw,,}T [Be]T \»}T ([A}\Bm\ {w m} +  iH ] [« ] [B , ] {m 4}  +  -  {JV*}
+ { t os}T[ f l » +  P][B»]{i»*} -  {M*})
+  { f a * } T [B *]3'[P N]T ([B m] { t4m} +  i[0 ][B « ,]{m„ } )  +  {S w A T m T {PM}T m { * n }
+  { < 5 i f * } r [ B * ] T ( [7 ]  -  [ e £ ] ) { t u * } ] d A  -  0 ,
(53)
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where the matrices [e-] and [7 ] are defined as
. 0






0 . . .  {d }n p [Q \n p {d }  np
Since the isotropic beam or composite plate considered are symmetric, m a trix  [B] 
equals to  zero. The Eq. (53) can be expressed as




+ {  } T[B„ I \ r {P^]{Dit}{ Wr,} (57)
+ { t a , } T [i?,]T [9]T [>l][Bm] { Wro} (58)
(59)
+{Sv ’ t,}T {B«}T m T { P N m \ { w A (60)
(61)
+ { 5 w b} T [Bb}T [PM}{B<p\{w<i,} (62)
+{6w<t>}T [B<f,}T [PN}T [Bm]{wm} (63)
+ \ { 6 w A T {B4l]T {PN}T m B , ] { w t } (64)
+{Sm4,}T [Bll,]T lPM}T[Bi,}{v)b} (65)
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+ { < W } r [ ^ ] T ( [ 7 ]  -  [ei i } ) { w <f>}\d A  =  ° -  ( 6 6 )





[kb ] [^b m ] [^b(/>]
/ >
wb
8wm > [^m b ] [^ m ] < tU-m
Swt/, [^> b ] [ ^ m ] N . W 0 «. >
where
N  =  [  [B b]T [D \ [B b\d A  
J A  
[km] =  [  [B m)T [A \ [B m]d A
JA
[kmb] =  f  [B m)T [B ] [B b\d A  - [kbm]T 
JA 
[kb<t>] =  f  [B b]Td A lP M ^ B ^ }  =  [ k ^ Y  
Ja  
[km<s>] =  f  [B m}T d A [P N}[B ^ \  =  [kfrn] 
Ja







The remaining matrices are nonlinear because the slope m a trix  [9]. To make the 
calculation more convenient, the following relationship w ill be very im portant
[ * m >
/  \
r 1 N x
W,x 0 w ,v
< Ny
0 w,v 'W,x
N xy \ /
also




^ x ^ ,x  “I- ^xy^,y  




Then applying Eq. (8) and Eq. (12), the Eq. (74) and Eq. (75) can be expressed as 
[0]T {JVi} =  [JVJ{0} =  m i C e K a }  =  {Ni l iBeKwb},  (76)
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where i  — b,m,d,(f) as the resultant force components shown in  Eq. (38). From the 




=  \  ( {f iwb}T [ n l bm]{wm}  +  { 5wb} T{ n lNrn] {w b} +  {8wm} T{n lmb] {w b} )  , 
where the first-order nonlinear element incremental stiffness matrices are expressed
as
[ n l bm] =  /  {Be]T [d]T [A][Bm]dA
JA
[n ljvm] =  f  [Be}T [Nm)[Be\dA 
J a
[n lmb] =  f  [Bm]T [A][9][B0]dA.
Ja
Then Eq. (60) can be expressed in  the following form
[  {8wb} T [Be\T [e]T [PN] m { W<l)}dA  
Ja






\ n l H ] =  [  [B<p]T [9}TdA[PN][B<j>] 
Ja
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From Eq. (64), the following expression can be obtained
Ja2  (84)
=  ~ - { 8 w (t>} T [ n l<pb\ {w b},
where
[n l^b} =  [B^\t [Pn ]t  f  [6}[Be\dA =  [ n l ^ f .  (85)
JA
In  fact, [n lj^ ],  [tiIm/,] and [ n l ^ ]  are the first-order nonlinear incremental stiffness 
matrices due to  electromechanical coupling. Finally, the second-order nonlinear in ­
cremental stiffness m a trix  can be determined from Eq. (59)
f  l-{8wb}T[Be)T[e]T[A}[0][Be]{wb}dA 
JaZ (86)
where
[n2t ] =  \  J [ B l ]T [e f [A ] [e ] [B l ] iA .  (87)
Combining the mass matrices obtained in  Eq. (49) and a ll the above matrices, sub­
s titu tin g  them  in  Eq. (47), the element equation o f m otion can be expressed as
f > T r 1 r ' /  > T
(
r -| r 1




8wm > 0 0 < Wm > +  < 8wm > kmb bn>m km<t> 0 0 0
Sws 0 0 0 Wj,\  > 8w$ * \ krftb k(pm
0 0 0
- - ■ “ \
nlNm  +  n lNB f A  bm iA-b4> n2b 0 0 wb
1 1
+  2 fA-mb 0 0 +  3 0 0 0
<
vA<pb 0 0 0 0 0 W&\
(88)
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And cancelling the displacement variation, the fina l element equation of m otion can 
be expressed




k b kbm k'bo n l jv , / ,  0 0
0 TYlm  0 < > + kmb b km<l>
1
~  2 0 0 0
0 0  0 W<b








+  2 mb 0 0
1
+  3 0 0  0
< w m > =
0 0 0 0  0 / W $V  /
II.7.2 System  Equation of M otion
To obtain the system matrices, an assembly procedure is needed to  be applied on 
the element equation of motion. In  the process, electrical and s tructura l boundary 
conditions are used [83]. Then the system equation of m otion for free v ib ra tion  of 
isotropic beams and symmetric composite plates can be expressed as
[Mb] 0 0 w b
/
[Kb] [K bm] [Kb*] [ K l N<t>] 0 0
0 [Mm] 0 < Wm > + [K mb\ [K m] — 0 0 0
0 0 0 W t
\  J \ [Kub \ [Aym]
0 0 0




+ [K  l m ft] 0 0 + 0 0 0 < Wm
[Kl*b] 0 0 0 0 0 / W t< J
where the system matrices are
[ K 1 n < p \  =  -  [ A ' l ^ ] ,  (91)
[A ljvm ] =  2'[^V’lrvm] 5 (92)
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[ K I n b ] =  -[iV lATs], (93)
[ K l bm] =  [ K l Tmb] =  ± [ N l bm], (94)
[K1h ] =  [K l% ]  = (95)
[K2b] =  ± [N 2 b}. (96)
For a free v ib ra tion  problem, no applied mechanical and electric loads are at the right- 
hand side. Notice the isotropic beam or the symmetric composite plate, bending and 
inplane force coupling terms [K bm] and [K mb\ are zeros. Since we knew from  previ­
ous work th a t piezoelectric actuators w ith  bending moment are much more efficient 
than inplane tension for nonlinear v ib ra tion  suppression, we assume the piezoelectric 
resultant force, { A ^ }  is zero. Then [K m(j,], [ K 1 , [ K l ^ ]  are zero matrices. Fur­
thermore, for a th in  plate, the in-plane natura l frequencies usually are 2 to  3 order 
higher than the bending ones, so neglecting the in-plane inertia  term  w ill not bring 
significant error. Therefore, the system equations become
m 0 0 w b
/
[Kb] 0 [K»] [K1 Nm] [Klbm] 0
0 0 0 < Wm > + 0 [Km] 0 + [Klmb\ 0 0





+ 0 0 0 < Wm
0 0 0 / w K
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II.8 Equations o f M otion and M atrices for Panel F lutter
II.8.1 Q uasi-Steady First-Order P iston  A erodynam ic Theory
To analyze and control the response of panel f lu tte r, quasi-steady first-order piston 
aerodynamic theory has been applied here. The theory is based on the assumptions 
[84] tha t:
1) the local m otion of the panel acts as a piston;
2) the a ir is ideal and i t  has a constant specific heat; the process of the a irflow  is
isentropic;
3) the local panel m otion velocity is much smaller than the airflow velocity;
4) the airflow is parallel to  the panel surface;
5) and the effect of any air entrapped below the panel (cavity) is neglected.
The first-order piston theory considering the flow angle is:
where Pa is the aerodynamic pressure, V  is the airflow velocity, Moo is the Mach 
number, q =  \ p < y 2 is the dynamic pressure, A is the flow yaw angle w ith  respect to
displacement. In  fact, in  th is  thesis, the flow angle is not considered, so A =  0 . 
The first-order piston theory in  non-dimensional parameters can be expressed as
where for beam, Dno  is the bending stiffness m a trix  D ; for composite plates, Duo is 
the firs t element in  the laminate bending stiffness m a trix  D  calculated when a ll the 
fibers of the composite plate are aligned in  the x-direction; L  is the panel length; A is
M l —2 1 dw 
M l - 1 V dt ’
(98)
plate x-direction, pa is the a ir mass density, (3 — \ J — 1, w  is the panel bending
(99)
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the non-dimensional dynamic pressure (when A is larger than a particu la r value, the 
panel m otion becomes unstable and grows exponentially w ith  tim e, th is  value is the 
c ritica l dynamic pressure value Xcr); /j  is the mass ratio; ga is the non-dimensional 
aerodynamic damping, and Ca is its  coefficient; and ui0 is a reference frequency. The 
detailed expressions of above parameters are
II.8.2 Elem ent and System  Equations of M otion for Panel F lutter








Includ ing the aerodynamic damping and aerodynamic stiffness terms in to  the
for panel f lu tte r case, the new element equation of m otion for panel flu tte r can be










0 0 < dim > + 0 0 0 < dm > + A 0 0 0
0 0 0 w<t>
V
0 0 0 Wd,
V. \ 0 0 0
kb kbm
I








k(')i) k(f>m 0 0 0 0 0 0
" “ ■ ■ \ f  \ <• "
^ 1  N m  +  ^ l j V S ^ 1&0 N lb 0 0
'
wb P A T b
1 1
+  2 t ^ l  mb 0 0 +  3 0 0 0
<
W m
> =  <
P A T m
f lA ^ b 0 0 0 0 0 /
Ws 0k >
where
fa(A, c y ]  =  ^ ^ [ T b]T f  \HJ [T[HJ i [Tb]dA,  (106)
wo -O J a
K (A ) ]  =  ^ [ T „ } T J j H w]T ( J - [ H „ ] c o s A  +  d \ H w] s i n \ \  \Tb] iA ,  (107)
and {PATb} and {pATm} are the stiffness and external force terms for therm al
effects
[ k A T b ]  =  [  [Be}T [NAT][Be}dA, (108)
JA
{PATb} =  [  [Bb]T{ M ^ T } d A ,  (109)
JA
{ P A T m }  =  f  [Bm]T { N A r } d A ,  (110)
JA
where {iVA r } and { M AT}  are therm al resultant force and moment,
r h /2
( { N a t } ,  { M a t } )  =  /  [Q}k{ a } kA T ( l ,  z)dz, (111)
Jh/2
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where { a } k  are the coefficients of therm al expansion and A T  is the temperature 





[0r]T{iVAT} = 0 dwdy
< N Atv
dw dw
N a  tXVj. dy dx _




=  [J V a tP * ] W -  (112)
Assembling above element equation of motions, the system equation o f m otion for 










A a 0 0
0 [Mm] 0 < Wm > + 0 0 0 < Wm > + A 0 0 0
0 0 0 w *\ / 0 0 0 %\ / V 0 0 0
[K b] [K bm] [K b(f,] [ K l N<j)} 0 0 [KATb] 0 0
+ [Kmb] [K m] [K m<t>] — 0 0 0 — 0 0 0
[K<pb\ [K<t>m\ [K<t>\ 0 0 0 0 0 0





+ [K 1  mb\ 0 0 + 0 0 0 < Wm ► =  < PATm
[ K U b] 0 0 0 0 0 ) WtV  / 0< J
(113)
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0 0 0 < Wm > +




A q, 0 0
< Wm > + A 0 0 0
w *< 4 V 0 0 0
[Kb] 0 [KbA [KATb] 0 0 [ K l Nm] [Klfym] 0
+ 0 [K m] 0 — 0 0 0 + [ K l mb] 0 0







+ 0 0 0 < Wm > =  < PATm
0 0 0 / Wj,\ ) 0t >
where {PATb} =  0 because it  includes term  { M a t }, and from Eq. ( I l l ) ,  i t ’s obvious 
tha t th is term  is equal to  zero for isotropic beams and symmetric composite plates. 
Then collect Wb and Wrn together as W,  the simplified equation is
[M]  0 J r r l [G] 0 w  I / A  0
{  ? + < \  + A
0 0 { w , } 0 0 [ w 4 V 0 0
[K]  [KW(f>] [ K a t ] 0 [K i ]  0
+









[M b\ 0 
0 0
(116)

















[ K i }  =
[K 2} =
{-Pa t } —
[ K l N m ]  [ K l b m ]













From the above equation, i t ’s easy to  find th a t free v ib ra tion  of isotropic beams 
or symmetric composite plates is the special case o f panel flu tte r when aerodynamic 
damping, aerodynamic stiffness matrices, therm al stiffness and therm al external force 
matrices equal to  zero. So in  derivation of the actuators, modal equations, etc., 
expressions for panel flu tte r w ill be used as a general case.
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II.9 Critical Dynam ic Temperature
The c ritica l dynamic temperature of a panel is the temperature at which the panel 
starts to  buckle. Since before or at the point of the buckling, the panel m otion is 
linear, th is is a static linear eigenvalue problem. Dynamic terms [M b] and [C?(A, Ca)] 
w ill not be considered in  the static problem. From Eq. (114), when only structure 





[K b\ 0 [ K ATb\ 0




[ K  ljV m ] [ K l  fcm] 






{<p(w)} =  ( \K \  +  [ * • „ , ]  +  { k w2] ) { w }  -  { /> }  =  o, (126)
where
[K\  =
[ K w l ]  =
[ K w  2] =
[Kb] ~  [KATb} 0
o [K m]
[ K l Nrn] [Klbm] 
[ K l mb\ 0
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Then d ifferentiating Eq. (126) by {W } ,  the incremental form  of Eq. (126) is obtained: 
{ ^ P - K W }  =  ( [K \  +  2 +  3 [X „2] ) { A W }  =  0. (128)
When only considering linear temperature effect, aerodynamic term  and nonlinear 
terms in  above equations are neglected. Incremental form  of the therm al equations 
are
[ K b\ -  [ K ATb\ +  [K l m( {W m} 0)\ 0
0 [K m]
where
{ W m}  o =  [K m} - l {P m± T}. (130)
Obviously, temperature does not have relationship w ith  inplane displacement { W m}, 
bu t does have w ith  bending displacement { W b}. And from  Eq. (??)-Eq. ( I l l )  and
Eq. (130), [K&Tb\ and [ K l m] are proportional to  A T .  Suppose XT is a random scalar,
the therm al bending equation in  an eigenvalue form  is
[K bm  =  AT ( [K ATb\ -  [ K l m( {W m}o)]){<f>}. (131)
So the c ritica l buckling temperature is determined by the m inim um  value of At ,
A T cr — XTminAT. (132)
11.10 P iezoelectric A ctuators and Sensors
II .10.1 Separate P iezoelectric A ctuators and Sensors
For a separate case, a piezoelectric m aterial patch is applied as an actuator or as 
a sensor. So the electrical DO F are partitioned in to  sensor DO F and actuator DOF,
AWrr.
0, (129)
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Then other matrices also need to  be wrote as
K J J  
[ K U .
\K}] 0
.  0 m i
From Eq. (115), two equations can be obtained:
(134)
[M ] { W ]  +  \G \ {W }  +  ( [* ) ,„ )  +  [ K x] +  [K 2]) { W } =  {P AT} -  [F T J fW * } ,  (135) 
[ K ^ \ { W }  =  ~ l K * ] { W t },  (136)
where can be expressed as
]Knn] — [K ]  +  [d] — [K At ]-
First, Eq. (136) is considered. The sensor equation from i t  is
(137)
{? “ } =  i m w * } = - [ K u m . (138)
Since { W | }  is the sensor voltage and [K^\  is regarded as a capacitance here, the {qs}  
means the electric charge. So the output o f the system is given by the charge sensor. 
Also the actuator equation can be derived from  it,
(139)
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S im ilarly {qa}  means actuator charge, which is not o f interest, so Eq. (139) is ignored. 
Then, Eq. (135) is considered. I t  gives the relationship between the actuator voltage, 
sensor voltage and the deflection.
[.M } { W }  +  \G \ {W }  +  ( {KUn} +  [JTJ +  [K 2]) { W }  =  { p AT}  -  [ * y  W  -
(140)
And since the actuator voltage is much larger than the sensor voltage, the Eq. (140) 
can be reduced as
{ M ] [ W }  +  [G ] { W }  +  ([*,<„] +  [S-,] +  [ K 2]) { W }  =  {PaT} -  [ / c y  { W } } .  (141)
From Eq. (116) and Eq. (118) -  Eq. (120), the actuator and sensor equations are
[M b} { w b}  +  [ G ( A ,  Ca) ] {W b}  +  m  +  [K2])  { m }  =  ~ { K aH } { W ; }  (142)
{qs} =  - m b] { W b}, (143)
where the [K]  and [ K 2] can be expressed like
[K ] =  [Kb] +  A[Aa] +  [K&Tb] +  [A jvm({kFm}o)]
[K2] =  [K2b\ -  [ K l bm] [A m]_1 [ K l mb] -  [ K l Nm( {W m} 2)],
(144)
and
{ W m}  o — — [K m] 1{P mAT}  (145)
{ W m} 2 =  - { K m] - l [ K l mb] {W b}. (146)
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II .10.2 Self-sensing A ctuators
For self-sensing actuators, they are simultaneously actuators and sensors. So 
{Wfp}, [K W(p], [K^w] and [7Q>] are not separated in to  two parts [61]. Then the equa­
tions for self-sensing actuators are
[M b] { W b}  +  [G(A, Ca) ] {W b}  +  ( [K]  +  [K2])  { W b}  =  - [ K ^ ] { W ^  (147)
{« *} =  (148)
11.11 M odal Equation
II.11.1 General M odal Equation for Beam , P late and Panel F lutter
Since for a set of modal equations, there is no need to  assemble and update the 
nonlinear stiffness matrices at each tim e in tegration step and the number of modal 
equations is much smaller than the number of equations o f structure DO F [61]. We 
apply modal transform ation to  obtain the system modal equation of motion.
The bending displacements o f the system as a linear combination o f some known 
function
n
W  =  £ * ■ ( « ) { «  =  [* ]{? } •  (149)
r=1
The linear frequencies and the corresponding natura l modes are obtained from  the 
linear v ib ra tion  o f the system
u l [ M b\{(j)r }  =  \K b\{4>r }. (150)
Since the element nonlinear stiffness matrices can be expressed by the element dis­
placements {tCb} and {w m},  in  tu rn , they can be expressed by the linear modes {<t>r }-
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So tha t the actuating equations of m otion in  modal coordinates become
m m  + [G]{?} + ([if] + \k „}) {,} = -[i?y{wj}, (151)
for self-sensing actuators, {W £ }  and [K^b] are substituted by { W ^ }  and [K ^ ] .  And 
the sensing equation is
{« *} =  - K J M , (152)
for self-sensing actuators, [K^b] is substituted by [K ^ ] .  Then in  above equation, the 
modal mass, linear stiffness and aerodynamic damping matrices axe
([MJ, [if], [G]) =  [4>f ([MJ, [If], [G(A, C„))) [4*]- (153)
The second order nonlinear modal stiffness m a trix  is
n n
\K q,\ =  [ * F E X > « .  ([A % r -  [ ^ W W a ) ] "  -  [ K l bmY {K m\ - l [ K l mi}‘ ) [$].
(154)
r = l  5 = 1
The modal piezoelectric control force is




P H * * ]  =  [R<>\ (155)
II.11.2 M odal Participation
About the modes tha t w ill be included in  the response analysis, they can be 
determined from  the modal partic ipation values [24,61,84],
max\qr \
PoTr^th E l ' - ,  " M - ' l l . l  ’ (156)
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CH APTER III 
CONTROLLER DESIGN
I II .l  State Space of the System
Based on the modal equations o f m otion Eq. (151), a standard state space for 
control design and simulation can be formed. X  is the system state vector, which 
consists o f the modal amplitudes and velocities:
(157)
U  is the control inpu t and Y  is the sensor output:
U  =  - T O  (158)
Y  =  {qs},  (159)
for self-sensing actuators, { W $ }  is replaced by {W#}.  Then the state space form  for 
the modal equations of m otion is
X  =  A (X ,t) -X  +  BU
(160)
Y  =  C X  +  D U ,
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where A is a real system state m atrix . [K%b] and [K^b] are bo th  [ K ^ ]  for self-sensing 
actuators. In  designing a controller for the system, we use its linearization form  by 
applying Taylor series approach. In  fact, the linearized result A m atrix  is the first 
part of A
0 I
I t  is noted tha t the active control of nonlinear free vibrations is a special case of the 
general case o f control of nonlinear panel flu tte r by settling A[Affl], [G(A, Ca)\, [^a t& ] 
and {PATm}  to  zeros.
A = (162)
III.2 Linear Quadratic Regulator Control
Here a linear quadratic regulator (LQR) is used for the system. This method 
seeks a solution for the linear fu ll state feedback problem defined as:
U  =  -K X , (163)
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which minimizes a quadratic performance index, J, tha t is a function of system states 
and control effort
POO
J =  /  [Xt QX +  U t RU] dt, (164)
Jo
where Q is a symmetric positive semi-definite state weighting and R  is a symmetric 
positive definite control effort weighting. M in im iz ing Eq. (164), the controller gain 
is
K = R - xB tP, (165)
where P  is a positive defin it symmetric m a trix  determined from  the solution o f the 
algebraic R iccati equation
A TP +  PA -  P B R -xB t P  +  Q =  0. (166)
III.3 Extended Kalman Filter
To apply the LQ R  control, we have to  know a ll the states o f the system. In  
fact, i t ’s d ifficu lt for sensor to  give the accurate in form ation o f every state. So state 
estimator needs to  be used like the linear Kalm an F ilte r. I t  uses the linearized system 
equations and the nonlinear effects are not considered during the process. This 
may deteriorate the state estimation performance for large am plitude lim it  cycle 
amplitudes [61]. Therefore, the extended Kalm an F ilte r (E K F ) [85] is employed. 
I t  replaces the nominal tra jec to ry  based on the linearized system by the estimated 
tra jectory, then evaluats the Taylor series about the estimated tra jectory. Thus, i f  the 
system is sufficiently observable, the estimated tra jectory  is close to  actual tra jec to ry
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sufficiently, and makes the estimation valid. The nonlinear state estim ation is
i  =  A ( x , t ) x  +  B U  +  Ke(t) ( Y - C X ) ,  (167)
and the nonlinear measurement estimation is
Y  =  CX. (168)
The E K F  contains the nonlinearity for the system dynamics, which is linearized in  
trad ition a l Kalm an F ilte r. T h a t’s one of the reasons why the extended Kalm an F ilte r 
can have better robustness. The E K F  uses linear approxim ation over very small range 
of the state space, then solves the R iccati equation to  obtain the E F K  gains. In  fact,
in  our system, the linear approxim ation is for every step of the ite ra tion  for the
nonlinear system. Tha t linearization’s range is much smaller than the linearization 
of the trad itiona l Kalm an F ilte r (which is the same as the linearization for LQ R). 
And tha t is also a reason why the E K F  can have better estimation.
The linear approxim ation m atrix:
F(t)
m  ( x , t )
dX X =X (t)
3fj dU 3fi 3fi
3 x i 3x2 3x3 3 x n
d ii 3f2 3f2 3f2
3 x i 3x2 3x3 3 x n
dfn 3fa 3fs 3fs
3 x i 3X2 3x3 3 x n
3fn 3fn 3fn 3fn




f  (X, t) =  X  =  A(X, t) • X  +  BU,
{X} =  [X1 ,X 2 ,X 3 ,X 4 ,X 5 ,X 6 ,X 7 ,X 8]T .
(170)
(171)
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Then 
d f  (X , t )
d X
d ( A ( X , t )  - X  +  B U )
a xX =X (t)
where B  and U  are not function of X , so
X =X (t)
(172)
d f  (X , t ) d ( A ( X ,  t )  • X )
^  X =X (t)
and from Eq. (161),
a x
a(A X  + A (X , t )  -X)
X =X (t) a x
, (173)
X =X (t)
0 I 0 0
A  = ,A  =
_-[M6] - 1[^ „ ( X , t ) ]  0_
(174)
So
af ( x , t )
a x
and then
=  A  +
a ( A ( x , t )  - x )
X =X (t) a x




F ( t ) « A  + [ A (X , t )  + 8A^ ’ t ) X (176)
X = X (t)
In  the program, is calculated by M A T L A B  function “Jacobian” .
The Riccati equation for EKF:
P e( t )  =  F ( t ) P e( t )  +  P e ( t ) F ( t ) T -  P e( t ) C T R “ 1C P e( t )  +  Q e. (177)
The E K F  gain:
K e( t )  =  P e ( t)C T R ; 1. (178)
I t  is indicated from  above equations tha t the E K F  gain is evaluated on-line.
5
= *(t)
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III.4 System  Identification
In  th is paper, the parameters identification [86, 87] w ith  a linear structure is 
proposed to  identify the frequency o f LCO. A  commonly used linear model is the 
auto regressive exogenous (A R X ) model w ith
y (k) =  a xy (k — 1) +  a 2y {k -  2) H b a py (k -  p)
(179)
+  p0u  (k ) +  Piu  ( k -  1 )+  p 2u ( k - 2 ) - \  b Pvu (k -  p)
I t  has 1 ou tput and 1 control input, y and u  can be selected from  measured out­
put and input. The coefficients cq and Pi called observer M arkov parameters w ith  
i  — 0 ,1 ,2 , . . .  ,p  must be identified during operation. The parameter p  is the order 
for the linear structure. Considering the sim plification and accuracy of the frequency 
identification, the A R X  model in  th is paper is represented w ith  a second order equa­
tion  involving only y {Pi — 0)
y (k) =  - a xy (k -  1) -  a 2y (fc -  2 ). (180)
System parameters or M arkov parameters ai, Pi can be found by using the recursive 
least squares method. Eq. (179) can be w ritten  in  a vector form
y ( k )  =  Y v p ( k -  1 ), (181)
where
Y a X « 2  • ’ ' OLp Po P i P2 • • • Pp (182)
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v p (k -  1) =
y(k  -  1)
y { k - p )  
u (k )
u(k  — p )
For different value of k, Eq. (181) can be w ritten  as






y(k) y (k  +  1) ••• y(k  +  N  -  p -  1), 
V p ( f c - l )  v p(k) ••• v p (fc +  N  - p  -  2), (185)
k — p +  l , p  +  2: —
The integer N  is the number of samples processed in  the system identification. The 
system parameters, at tim e (k +  iV — p — 2) +  1, can be identified by using the least 
squares method
Y  =  Z/VPT [V PV p ] + ■ (186)
The symbol + represents pseudo inverse of m atrix . Equation. (184) can be also used 
to  formulate the batch system identification described in the next section. Then for 
our system
V =  [y (2) y  (3) • • • y  (fc)] =  [-a n  -  a 2]
2/(1) 2/(2) ••• y ( k - l )  
2/ ( 0) y ( 3) ••• y ( k -  2)
• (187)
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I f  transferred to  z domain, the corresponding characteristic equation to  Eq. (180) is
z2 +  ot\z +  a.2  =  0. (188)
This characteristic equation can be used to  identify the LCO frequency. F irs t step is
to  find the roots of characteristic equation. Then free v ib ra tion  natura l frequency is 
calculated by using the relationship between Z-domain and S-domain for the poles
*  =  eaT, (189)
where T  is the sampling time. One of the roots of the characteristic equation is the 
discrete system pole
z =  z0 + j z i .  (190)
I t  can be represented by





tJ zo +  z !  =  eSlT, (192)
z'0 + j z [  =  e ^ T, (193)
(194)
(195)
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For the discrete pole location z, one can calculate s i and s2, then obta in the system 
pole Si +  j s 2  in  the S-domain.
III.5 Control M ethod w ith System  Identification
For the nonlinear system in  our case, i f  using E K F  w ithou t an accurate in it ia l
estimation o f the states, which w ill affect the control results very much. The system
the period are d istinct. Then before implementing the controller, several frequency- 
state value relationships can be obtained. During the control stage, the sensors w ill 
give us the in form ation about the displacement, from  which the nonlinear frequency 
o f the free v ib ra tion  can be calculated. Then through in terpolation, certain state 
values can be derived from  the relationship between the frequency and state values 
at a particu la r tim e point. Thus, even i f  the system changes its  frequency suddenly for 
some reason, the frequency can s till be detected and a good in it ia l states estim ation 
can be obtained for EKF.
(196)
The free v ib ra tion  natura l frequency is
(197)
And the LCO period becomes
sec. (198)
estimation of states at the tim e when control begins, i t ’s hard to  provide a good
is periodic, so for a certain frequency, the states values at different tim e point w ith in
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To obtain the frequency-state value relationship, two steps are needed. F irst, 
based on m ateria l properties of the objects, the relationship between nonlinear fre­
quency and v ib ra tion  amplitude can be known. Curves expressing such relationships 
w ill be shown in  next chapter. From such relationships and the frequency identified, 
the am plitude of the system can be obtained. Second, i f  the am plitude is known, 
state values of a particu lar tim e point can be calculated by a numerical method -  
shooting method [88].
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C H APTER IV
ACTUATOR A N D  SENSOR PLACEM ENT
Placement of sensors and actuators is another im portan t factor in  suppression of 
the large am plitude v ib ra tion  and flu tte r response of the system. O ptim a l locations 
for the sensors and actuators would make the control very effective. On the contrary, 
bad locations of them may degrade the control results and even produce spillover 
of the system. Here, the NFCG, H 2 and N K FE G  methods are used to  choose the 
optim al locations for the actuators and sensors.
For the NFCG norm method [1,2], the sum of the square of every element o f the 
LQ R gain can be calculated when an actuator is placed at each element o f the object.
where is the element o f the feedback gain K  from  Eq. (165). I f  the value for 
the location is higher, the more control au thority  i t  has for the location. Since each 
NFCG norm is calculated for each location, locations w ith  higher NFCG norm are 
chosen to  be the optim al locations for the actuators. Similarly, the optim al sensor 
location can be chosen by the Kalm an F ilte r feedback estimation gain (N KFEG ) [61]:
where is the element of the feedback gain K e from  Eq. (178). I f  the value for 
the location is higher, the more sensing ab ility  i t  has for the location. Since each 
N K FEG  norm is calculated for each location, locations w ith  higher N K FE G  norm 
are chosen to  be the optim al locations for the sensors.
2 n
m C G  =  \ T , k<i’ (‘  =  1.2, ...AO (199)
2 n
N K FE G  = . £ * 4 ,  ( i =  l,2 ,...JV ), (200)
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For the H 2 norm method, H 2 norm of the transfer function can be used to  obtain 
the response characteristic at the location where the actuator is placed.
1 r°°
\ \G i \ \ l  =  ^ J  ( < 2 i ( M ® i , y i ) * G i ( M s i > S / i ) } ,  ( *  =  1 , 2 ,  . . . i V ) ,  ( 2 0 1 )
where Gi is the transfer function of the largest deflection point (x i,  r/i). A  higher H 2 
norm represent a higher contro llability. Locations w ith  higher H 2 norm are chosen 
to  be the optim al locations for the actuators.
A fte r the locations of actuators and sensors are determined, combine both  to ­
gether, and they are the optim al locations for self-sensing actuators.
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CH APTER V  
FREE VIBRATIONS CONTROL RESULTS
V .l  M aterial Properties
The system equations of m otion of the beam and the composite plate are trans­
ferred in to  modal equations. The tim e domain numerical method is employed to  
obtain the lim it  cycle oscillation (LCO). The fourth  order Runge-Kutta method is 
used [89]. The properties o f the isotropic beam, composite plate, the PZT5A and 
M FC are shown in  table 1.














Table 1 The M ateria l Properties for the Isotropic Beam, Composite Plate, PZT5A  and MFC.
Materials A lum inum Graphite-epoxy PZT5A M FC
Young’s Modulus (psi) E  =  8.85e6 E i  =  22.50e6 Ep =  9.00e6 Epi  =  5.29e6
(N /m 2) (6.10el0) (15.5el0) 
E 2 =  1.17e6 
(8.07e9)
(6.21el0) (6.51el0) 
Ep 2 =  1.10e6 
(7.58e9)
Shear Modulus (psi) G =  3.38e6 G 1 2  =  0.66e6 Gp =  3.46e6 Gp\2 — 2.12e6
(N /m 2) (2.33el0) (4.55e9) (2.39el0) (1.46el0) 
Gp 2 3  =  1.06e6 
(7.31e9)
Poisson’s Ratio v  =  0.31
Vi =  0.22
v2 =  0.011
vp =  0.30
vpi  =  0.25 
vp2 =  0.05
Density (lb-sec2/inch4) 
(kg /m 3)
p =  2.54e — 4 
(2702)
p =  1.458e -  4 
(1550)
pp =  7.10e — 4 
(7582)
Pp — 7.07e — 4 
(7552)
Thickness (inch) h =  0.054 h =  0.054 h =  0.009 h =  0.009
(m) (1.37e -  3) (1.37e -  3) (2.3e -  4) (2.3e -  4)
Charge Constant (inch /V ) 
(m /V )
c?3i  =  —7.51e — 9 
(1.91e -  10)
d n  =  2.09e — 8 
(5.31e -  10) 
d i2 =  —8.27e — 9 
(—2.10ee -  10)
Electrode Space (inch) hk =  0.009 hk =  0.042
(m) (2.3e -  4) (1.07e -  3)
Maxim um  Voltage (V) V m a x  =  820 V m a x  =  2000
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V .2 A daptive Beam  Vibration Control 
V .2.1 D im ensions of the Beam
To suppress the large am plitude nonlinear free v ibration, a clamped beam is firs t 
considered. The dimension of the alum inum beam is of 102.87 x  5.715 x  0.1372 cm3 
(40.5 x 2.25 x  0.054 in .3), and the fin ite  element mesh has been chosen as 24 x  1 for 
the whole beam model. Three methods are used to  decide the optim al locations of 
the self-sensing piezoelectric actuators.
V .2 .2 Placem ent of Self-sensing Actuators
The NFCG method is used to  find the optim al locations for the actuators. The 
result is shown in  Fig. V .l(a ) .  One can apply the N KFEG  method to  find  the optim al 
locations for the sensors by calculating the norm of Kalman F ilte r estim ation gain. 
The result is shown in  Fig. V .2(b). Then one can place the self-sensing actuators at 
the optim al locations of bo th  actuators and sensors as shown in  Fig. V . l(c ) .  The 
self-sensing actuators are bonded on the top and bottom  of the beam using NFCG 
norm >  84 and N K FEG  norm >  1.35. Based on the optim al locations, four control 
inputs/ouputs are used.
One can repeat the whole process by using the H 2 norm method for op tim a l actu­
ator locations. About th is  method, self-sensing actuators are placed at the locations 
where H 2 norm >  75 and N K FEG  norm >  1.35. The result is shown in  Fig. 2. Based 
on the optim al locations, three control inputs/ouputs are used.
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(a) NFCG norm of every element of the whole beam
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(b) NKFEG norm of every element of the whole beam
m
(c) The optimal locations based on the two norms for the whole beam
Figure 1 Actuators’ and sensors’ locations on the beam based on NFCG  and N K FE G  
norms.
m
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(a) i?2 norm of every element of the whole beam
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(b) NKFEG norm of every element of the whole beam
T
(c) The optimal locations based on the two norms for the whole beam 
Figure 2 Actuators’ locations on the beam based on H 2 and N K FE G  norms.
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V .2 .3 Free V ibration of the Beam
Results for free v ib ra tion  of the beam are shown in  the following. F irst, the 
relationship of the frequency ra tio  and Wmax/ h  is shown in  Fig. V.3(a). The tim e 
history, the phase p lot and the power spectrum density p lo t of the free v ib ra tion  
of the beam are shown in  Fig. V .3 (b )-  V .3(d). The tim e histories of the firs t four 
symmetric modes, q i ( t ) ,q 3 ( t ) ,q5(t) and g7(t), are shown in  Fig. 4. Obviously, i t  is a 
lim it  cycle oscillation.
V .2 .4 A daptive Beam  Vibration Control w ith NFCG  N orm  and PZT5A
The control of the beam v ib ra tion  is shown in  Fig. 5. The control inputs shown 
in  all the figures are obtained through d iv id ing the orig inal control inputs by the 
maximum control inputs shown in  table 1. I t  is hard for the controller to  suppress 
the free v ibration.
So the adaptive control is used to  solve the problem. The relationship between 
system frequency ra tio  and the am plitude shown in  Fig. V.3(a) is used. Before the 
controller is implemented, five or six frequency ratios and corresponding amplitudes 
Wmax/h are chosen. Then corresponding to  each known frequency ra tio  or am pli­
tude Wmax/h ,  a ll the states at the in it ia l or some other tim e can be obtained by 
shooting method. So the relationship between frequency ra tio  and state values can 
be obtained. The system identification algorithm  is implemented righ t before the 
controller is activated so th a t accurate estimated states can be used for EKF. For 
NFCG method case, the L Q R /E K F  is turned on at t  =  0.45 sec and t  =  0.826 sec, 
so the system ID  is turned on during the period o f t  =  0.4 sec to  t  =  0.45 sec, and



















(c) Phase plot (d) Power spectrum density
Figure 3 Free v ib ra tion  response of the clamped beam using 4 symmetric modes.





(a) Mode 1, qi(t)
x 1 0 -3  Mode 5
0.5
Time t, sec
(c) Mode 5, qs(t)





(b) Mode 3, q^{t)
Mode 7
it  o I yy I if mi
0.5
Time t, sec
(d) Mode 7, qy{t)
Figure 4 T im e histories of the 4 symmetric modes for the free v ib ra tion  of a clamped 
beam.













(b) Control input 1
0 0.5 1
Time t, sec
(c) Control input 2
.x 10
Time t, sec Time t, sec
(d) Control input 3 (e) Control input 4
Figure 5 The displacement and control input for the 4-mode beam control using 
L Q R /E K F  w ith  NFCG norm and PZT5A.
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t  =  0.8 sec to  t  =  0.826 sec. Figure. 7 shows the tim e period when system ID  is 
working. Figure 6 shows tha t the adaptive control efficiently suppress the v ib ra tion  
even its am plitude changes suddenly at t  =  0.8 sec.
From the sensors, the displacement in form ation is known, and the nonlinear fre­
quency ra tio  o f the system can be calculated. A lthough m ultip le  outputs exist, only 
the dom inant one is used for frequency identification. So only the ou tput 1, which is 
from  the sensors at the m aximum deflection is used for bo th  NFCG and H 2 method. 
For each frequency ratio, the state values can be obtained through in terpolation. So 
when the lim it  cycle m otion suddenly changes for some unknown causes, the new 
frequency ra tio  can be detected by the modal frequency identification algorithm . 
A fte r tha t, some state values for the v ib ra tion  are determined. And these values 
can be used as the updated in it ia l state estimation for the extended Kalm an F ilter. 
Then, contro lling for the system can be realized based on the updated in it ia l state 
estimation. Figures. 6 -8  show th a t the system am plitude Wmax/h  changes suddenly 
from 0.6 to  1.2, and the adaptive control suppresses the v ib ra tion  successfully.
V .2 .5 A daptive Beam  V ibration Control w ith  H 2 norm and PZT5A
Another actuator placement method, H 2 norm method is considered. The results 
for adaptive control for these cases are shown in  Figs. 8 . From the control results, 
the overshooting and settling tim e of the condition of H 2 norm are almost the same 
as the NFCG norm method. When the control results are comparable, the actuators 
can be connected together as 3 pieces using H 2 norms instead of 4 pieces using 
NFCG norms (see Figs. 1 and 2). When the number of inpu ts /ou tpu ts  is larger, 
the connection of wires w ill be more complicated and the corresponding method is
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(f) Control input 4
Figure 6 A  changed free v ib ra tion  and adaptive control for the 4-mode clamped 
beam by using NFCG norm and PZT5A.






(a) Controlled vibration with system identification
1







(b) System identification working period 
Figure 7 System identification working period corresponding to  controlled v ibration.
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more d ifficu lt to  realize in  practice. So the H 2 norm method for op tim a l actuator 
locations is preferred here.
V.3 A daptive C om posite P late V ibration Control
The methods for the beam control and optim al location o f self-sensing actuators 
can be applied to  a clamped 6-layer [1 /11°/ — 60°]s rectangular composite plate. The 
composite plate is of 85.725 x 57.15 x 0.1372 cm3 (33.75 x 22.5 x  0.054 in .3), and the 
mesh is 16 x 16 or 256 BFS elements for the fu ll plate model.
V .3.1 Placem ent of Self-sensing A ctuators
NFCG, H 2 and N K FE G  norms are applied here. The three types of norms for 
the whole composite plate and the locations o f the self-sensing actuators for a whole 
plate are shown in  Figs. 9 and 11, respectively. F irs t, the NFCG norm  >  71 and 
N K F E G  norm >  8.2 are applied to  embed the PZT5A on the top and bottom  of 
the composite plate. A bou t another method, self-sensing actuators are placed at the 
locations where H 2 norm >  0.12 and N K FEG  norm >  8 .2 .
V .3 .2 Free V ibration of the C om posite P late
The results o f the frequency ra tio  versus W max/ h , tim e h istory of the free v ib ra­
tion, phase p lo t and power spectrum density are shown in  Fig. 13. I t  is clearly a 
lim it cycle oscillation. Figure. 14 shows the tim e history of the amplitudes of the 4 
lowest symmetric modes: < 7 n (t), q z \ ( t ) ,  q \ z ( t )  and <733 (t).






(c) Control input 1 
1
0.5



















(d) Control input 2
0 0.5 1
Time t, sec
(e) Control input 3
Figure 8 A  changed free v ib ra tion  and adaptive control for the 4-mode clamped 
beam by using H 2  norm and PZT5A.
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Figure 9 NFCG and N K FE G  norms for the composite plate.
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V .3 .3 A daptive C om posite P late  V ibration Control w ith  N FC G  and H 2 
norms, PZT5A
The results for v ib ra tion  control of the composite plate are shown in  Figs. 15-16. 
The control performance of both NFCG and H 2 norm is good. The optim al location 
of the self-sensing actuators based on the NFCG norm method is easier to  implement 
because the number of inputs or outputs is 5 when using NFCG  norm bu t 8 using 
H 2 norm. The NFCG norm method for optim al actuator locations is preferred here 
for the simplicity.
From all the results above, i t  is obvious tha t L Q R /E K F  w ith  system identification 
is a good method for the free v ib ra tion  control. Especially when there is a sudden 
change in  the amplitude/frequency, the system identification a lgorithm  can supply 
an accurate in it ia l state values for the E K F  in  a very short time. W ith  the good 
in it ia l state estimation, E K F  can give a very good estimation to  LQR, and LQ R  can 
supply an efficient control performance. So the system ID  works as a key part in  
the control. I t  decides the operation efficiency of E K F  and then decides the whole 
performance of the controller.
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Figure 10 The optim al locations of actuators and sensors based on the two norms 
for the composite plate.








(a) H2 norm of every element of the composite plate
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Figure 11 H 2 and N K FEG  norms for the composite plate.





Figure 12 The optim a l locations of actuators and sensors based on the two norms 
for the composite plate.
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(d) Power spectrum density
Figure 13 Free v ib ra tion  response of the clamped composite plate using 4 lowest 
modes.
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(b) Mode 31, q3\ (t)
Mode (3,3)
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(d) Mode 33, q33 (t)
Figure 14 T im e histories of the 4 lowest modes for the free v ib ra tion  o f a clamped 
composite plate.
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(e) Control input 3
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(d) Control input 2
(g) Control input 5
Figure 15 A  changed free v ib ra tion  and adaptive control for the 4-mode clamped 
composite plate by using NFCG norm and PZT5A.



































(c) Control input 1
Time t, sec







































(j) Control input 8
Time t, sec




(h) Control input 6
Figure 16 A  changed free v ib ra tion  and adaptive control for the 4-mode clamped 
composite plate by using H 2 norm and PZT5A.
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CH APTER VI 
PANEL FLUTTER CONTROL RESULTS
The properties of the 2-D and 3-D panels are the same as the isotropic beam and 
the composite plate shown in  table 1.
VI. 1 LCO Control
When there is no therm al loads, the panel flu tte r produces lim it cycle oscillation 
(LCO). Control of 2-D and 3-D LCO panel flu tte r is discussed in  th is  section.
VI. 1.1 2-D Panel F lutter Control
The dimensions of the 2-D panel is 171.45 x  5.715 x  0.1372 cm3 (67.5 x 2.25 x  0.054 
in .3), and the fin ite  element mesh have been chosen as 20 x 1 for the whole model.
Placem ent of Self-sensing A ctuators
From the results of last chapter, control performance obtained by using NFCG 
norm method is sim ilar to  H 2 norm method in  choosing actuators’ locations. In  
th is  part, only NFCG method w ill be implemented. N K FE G  method is used for 
optim al sensor location. A fte r calculation of NFCG and N K FE G  norms, self-sensing 
actuators w ill be placed at both  the optim al locations for actuators and sensors. For 
LCO case, NFCG and N K FEG  norms of PZT5A actuators and sensors are shown 
in  Fig. 17. Another piezoelectric material, M FC, is also implemented as actuators 
and sensors here. Since M F C ’s stress constant is twice larger than th a t of PZT5A 
(c?ii >  2d,3i) ,  M FC can provide more control force than PZT5A. So theoretically,
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M FC can supply better control performance than PZT5A. The results la ter w ill 
show th a t less actuators or sensors are needed in  flu tte r suppression when using M FC. 
NFCG and N K FE G  norms of M FC actuators and sensors are shown in  Fig. 18.
2-D Panel F lutter Analysis
For a no therm al stresses case, when the actuators and sensors are placed on 
the 2-D panel using NFCG and N K FEG  norms, the relationship of the dynamic 
pressure and Wmax/h  is shown in  Fig. V I.19(a). And the tim e history, the phase 
p lo t and power spectrum density p lo t o f the free v ib ra tion  o f the beam are shown 
in  Fig. V I. 19(b) -  V I. 19(d). The tim e histories o f the firs t four lowest modes, 
9i(^)) <72 ( t ) , <73 00 and (t), are shown in  Fig. 20. Obviously, i t  is a lim it cycle oscilla­
tion.
2-D Panel F lutter Suppression w ith  PZT5A  and M FC
Theoretically, M FC is more efficient than PZT5A  in v ib ra tion  control. To prove 
th is  po int, a small number of M FC w ill be applied than P ZT5A  when bo th  provide 
good control performance. In  Fig. 21 and Fig. 22, both  PZT5A and M FC suppressed 
panel flu tte r successfully; 2 M F C ’s are used bu t 3 P Z T 5A ’s are used to  achieve the 
same results (Dynamic pressure A =  900). Actuators and sensors have been optim ally  
applied in  both  cases; less actuators or sensors may produce unstable results. The 
results in  Figs. 21-22 show the advantage of M FC. By the way, only L Q R /E F K  can 
provide good control performance even the in it ia l state estimation is not so accurate. 
Tha t is because, aerodynamic damping exist in  the supersonic panel flu tte r, and the 
damping w ill make the panel flu tte r converge to  a particu lar motions no m atter what
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(a) NFCG norm of every element of the whole 2-D panel
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153 155 168 72.3 17.4 6.38 3.18 2.20 2.33 6.07 195 5.77 1.09 0.51 0.40 0.48 1.00 8.74
(b) NKFEG norm of every element of the whole 2-D panel
 ..
■H i—
(c) optimal locations of actuators and sensors of the whole 2-D panel
Figure 17 NFCG, N K FE G  norms and actuators’ and sensors’ locations on the 2-D 
panel for PZT5A  and LCO case.
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(a) NFCG norm of every element of the whole 2-D panel
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(b) NKFEG norm of every element of the whole 2-D panel
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(c) optimal locations of actuators and sensors of the whole 2-D panel
Figure 18 NFCG, N K FEG  norms and actuators’ and sensors’ locations on the 2-D 
panel for M FC and LCO  case.



























(c) Phase plot (d) Power spectrum density
Figure 19 LCO response of the 2-D panel flu tte r at A =  900 using 4 lowest modes.
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Mode 1 Mode 2
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(c) Mode 3, 53(t)
0.5 1 1.5
Time t, sec




(d) Mode 4, 54(f)
Figure 20 T im e histories of the 4 lowest modes for the 2-D LCO panel flu tte r at 
A =  900.
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k ind  o f in it ia l states the system has. W ith  th is  aerodynamic damping, the estimated 
states from  E K F  can converge to  real states much faster than free v ibration. So 
L Q R /E K F  can give good control performance in  the suppression o f panel flu tte r of 
a ll cases (LCO, static deflections and chaotic motions).
V I.1.2 3-D Panel F lutter Control
The dimensions of the 3-D panel is 102.87 x 68.58 x  0.1372 cm3 (40.5 x  27 x 0.054 
in .3), and the fin ite  element mesh have been chosen as 12 x  12 for the whole model.
Placem ent of Self-sensing A ctuators
Sim ilar to  2-D case, suppression o f 3-D panel flu tte r also applied separated ac­
tuators and sensors. NFCG and N K FEG  norms of PZT5A and M FC  actuators and 
sensors are shown in  Fig. 23 -  Fig. 26. Also, the number o f M FC is less than th a t of 
PZT5A when both  of them suppressed the 3-D panel flu tte r successfully.
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(c) Control input 2
Figure 21 2-D panel flu tte r (A =  900) suppression for the 4-mode LCO model using 
PZT5A.
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(c) Control input 2
Figure 22 2-D panel flu tte r (A =  900) suppression for the 4-mode LCO model using 
MFC.
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Figure 23 NFCG, N K FE G  norms of the 3-D panel for PZT5A and LCO case.




Figure 24 O ptim a l locations of actuators and sensors o f the whole 3-D panel for 
PZT5A and LCO case.
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Figure 25 NFCG, N K FEG  norms of the 3-D panel for M FC and LCO case.





Figure 26 O ptim a l locations of actuators and sensors o f the whole 3-D panel for 
M FC and LCO case.
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3-D Panel F lutter Analysis
The analysis results for 3-D panel f lu tte r are shown in Fig. V I. 19(a) -  Fig. V I.27(d) 
like those in  2-D case. Also the four lowest modes: mode (1,1), (2,1), (3,1), (4,1) are 
used here. Mode shapes are shown in  Fig. 28.
3-D Panel F lutter Suppression w ith PZT5A  and M FC
Sim ilar to  2-D case, M FC is more efficient than PZT5A  in  3-D panel flu tte r 
suppression. When aerodynamic pressure A equals to  700, two more P Z T 5A ’s than 
M F C ’s are needed to  suppress the flu tte r. Fig. 29 and Fig. 30 show control results 
for PZT5A and M FC cases.
V I.2 Static Therm al Post-buckling D eflection Control
W hen considering therm al stresses, panel flu tte r produces LCO  (including peri­
odic motions), static therm al post-buckling deflections and chaotic motions. Most 
literatures discussed control o f LCO (including periodic motions), bu t they d id  not 
consider or not achieve flu tte r suppression o f the la tte r two cases. In  th is research, 
both  static deflection and chaotic motions are suppressed successfully. The dimen­
sions of the 2-D and 3-D panels are the same as those in  LCO control part.
Since considering therm al loads, the panels become stiffer, the c ritica l dynamic 
pressure Xcr is smaller than tha t in  LCO case. Tha t means under a lower dynamic 
pressure, even lower than Xcr for LCO case, (Acr =  343 for 2-D isotropic panel and 
512 for 3-D isotropic panel) and some therm al loads, the panel can present large 
am plitude responses, which is also called therm al post-buckling. Sometimes panels
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(c) Phase plot (d) Power spectrum density
Figure 27 LCO response of the 3-D panel flu tte r at A =  700 using 4 lowest modes.
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(c) Mode (3,1), q31(t)
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(d) Mode (4,1), q41(t)
Figure 28 T im e histories of the 4 modes for the 3-D LCO panel flu tte r at A =  700.




(a) Controlled panel flutter
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(d) Control input 3 (e) Control input 4
Figure 29 3-D panel flu tte r (A =  700) suppression for the 4-mode LCO model using 
PZT5A.
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(a) Controlled panel flutter 
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(d) Control input 3
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(f) Control input 5
Figure 30 3-D panel flu tte r (A =  700) suppression for the 4-mode LCO model using 
MFC.
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w ith  very small dynamic pressure and certain therm al loads can produce much larger 
am plitude response than LCO case w ith  a larger dynamic pressure. A fte r some tria ls, 
larger number of PZT5A or M FC than LCO case are needed to  suppress such static 
deflections and also the chaotic motions later. One th ing  should be noticed, estimator 
is a very im portan t part in  the control. Sometimes, such as in  2-D control case, few 
actuators are enough to  achieve the suppression, bu t a lo t more sensors are needed 
to  supply the estimation in form ation for the ou tput feedback control. So additional 
sensors may be needed beside the self-sensing actuators.
V I.2.1 2-D Panel F lutter Control
Placem ent of Self-sensing A ctuators
The placement method of actuators and sensors in  th is section is s t ill NFCG and 
N K FEG  norms as in  LCO case. More control forces are needed to  suppress the static 
deflection, so more actuators are needed. S im ilar w ith  the LCO contro l case, small 
number of M FC is used than tha t of PZT5A  when both  o f them  provide good control 
performance. The locations o f PZT5A and M FC actuators and sensors axe shown in  
Fig. 31 and Fig. 32. Combination of locations o f actuators and sensors, locations of 
self-sensing actuators are decided.
2-D Panel F lutter Analysis
For the 2-D panel flu tte r, when using Eqs. (125)—(132), the c ritica l temperature 
can be obtained (Tcr =  0.1286F0). The therm al loads o f th is  2-D panel is 8 times 
of the c ritica l temperature. The dynamic pressure A =  130, which is less than  the 
c ritica l dynamic pressure in  LCO case. B u t from the free v ib ra tion  history, the panel
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(b) NKFEG norm of every element of the whole 2-D panel
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(c) optimal locations of actuators and sensors of the whole 2-D panel
Figure 31 NFCG, N K FE G  norms and actuators’ and sensors’ locations on the 2-D 
panel for PZT5A: static therm al post-buckling and chaos.
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(c) optimal locations of actuators and sensors of the whole 2-D panel
Figure 32 NFCG, N K FE G  norms and actuators’ and sensors’ locations on the 2-D 
panel for M FC: static therm al post-buckling and chaos.
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s till produces large am plitude static deflections.
Various analysis results for 2-D static panel flu tte r under therm al loads are shown 
in  Fig. 33 and Fig. 34.
2-D Panel F lutter Suppression w ith  PZT5A  and MFC
Static flu tte r suppression results are shown in  Figs. 35-36. More self-sensing 
actuators are applied than LCO case because of the therm al loads. Sensing is a very 
im portan t part in  suppression of static responses under therm al loads. One more 
sensor is used in  the control besides a ll the self-sensing actuators in  the PZT5A  case. 
Successful suppression can not be obtained i f  using another self-sensing actuator 
or just an actuator to  replace the sensor. The additional sensor is so im portant 
because i t ’s more d ifficu lt for E K F  to  give estimation under therm al loads. W ithou t 
good estimation, even the control force is large, i t ’s s till hard to  suppress the panel 
flu tte r under therm al environment. So more sensors are needed in  the panel flu tte r 
control considering temperatures. Under most conditions, both  sensors and actuators 
are combined as self-sensing actuators. B u t sometime, additional sensors are s till 
needed as the control of static responses using PZT5A. In  all, 2 more P Z T 5A ’s than 
M F C ’s are needed in  suppression o f the static responses. Contro l results are shown 
in  Figs. 35-36.
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V I.2.2 3-D Panel F lutter Control 
Placem ent of Self-sensing A ctuators
The therm al loads o f th is 3-D panel is 8 times o f the c ritica l temperature 
(0.2203F0). The dynamic pressure A =  430, which is less than the c ritica l dy­
namic pressure in  LCO case. B u t from  the free v ib ra tion  history, the panel s till 
produces large am plitude static therm al post-buckling responses. S im ilar to  2-D 
static therm al post-buckling deflection case, in  3-D case, using NFCG and N K FE G  
norm method, the optim al locations for PZT5A and M FC actuators and sensors are 
shown in  Figs. 37-40.
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Figure 33 Response of the 2-D panel flu tte r at A =  130 and A T /A T ^  =  8 using 4 
lowest modes.
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(d) Mode 4, <74 (t)
Figure 34 T im e histories of the 4 lowest modes for the 2-D panel flu tte r at A =  130 
and A T /  A T cr =  8.
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(a) Controlled panel flutter
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(c) Control input 2
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(d) Control input 3
Figure 35 2-D panel flu tte r (A =  130, A T / A T cr =  8) suppression for the 4-mode 
model using PZT5A.
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(e) Control input 4 
130, A T /A T c r =  8) suppression for the 4-mode
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(a) NFCG norm of every element of the whole 3-D panel
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(b) NKFEG norm of every element of the whole 3-D panel
Figure 37 NFCG, N K FE G  norms of the 3-D panel for PZT5A: static therm al post- 
buckling and chaos.
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Figure 38 O ptim a l locations of actuators and sensors o f the whole 3-D panel for 
PZT5A: static therm al post-buckling and chaos.
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(b) NKFEG norm of every element of the whole 3-D panel
Figure 39 NFCG, N K FEG  norms of the 3-D panel for M FC: static therm al post- 
buckling and chaos.
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Figure 40 O ptim a l locations of actuators and sensors o f the whole 3-D panel for 
MFC: static therm al post-buckling and chaos.
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3-D Panel F lutter Analysis
A ll the analysis results for 3-D static therm al post-buckling responses are shown 
in  Figs. 41-42.
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Figure 42 T im e histories of the 4 modes for the 3-D panel flu tte r at A =  430 and 
A T /A T ct =  8.
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3-D Panel F lutter Suppression w ith PZT5A  and MFC
The control results are shown in  Figs. 44-46. In  fact, when bo th  cases suppressed 
the static responses successfully, the number o f M FC is 6 less than tha t o f PZT5A 
used, which obviously display the efficiency of M FC in  v ib ra tion  suppression.
V I.3 Chaotic Control
In  th is research, chaotic m otion is analyzed and some successful control results 
are shown. The dimensions o f the 2-D and 3-D panels are the same as those in  LCO 
control part. And the locations of chaotic m otion control are the same as the static 
therm al post-buckling response control.
V I.3.1 2-D Panel F lutter Control
2-D Panel F lutter Analysis
The therm al loads of th is  2-D panel is 8 times of the c ritica l temperature 
(0.1286F0). The dynamic pressure A =  270, which is less than the c ritica l dynamic 
pressure in  LCO case. Bu t from the free v ib ra tion  history, the panel s t ill produces 
large am plitude chaotic motion.
Various analysis results for 2-D panel flu tte r under therm al loads are shown in  
Fig. 47 and Fig. 48. For chaotic case considered here, no m axim um  am plitude and 
dynamic pressure relationship can be shown. Tha t is because the am plitude is not a 
constant for every certain dynamic pressure for chaotic motion.





Figure 43 3-D panel flu tte r (A =  430, A T /A T ^  =  8) suppression for the 4-mode 
model using PZT5A.
Time t, sec
(a) Control input 1
Time t, sec
(d) Control input 4
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(b) Control input 2
Time t, sec
(e) Control input 5
-0.5
Time t, sec
(c) Control input 3
Time t, sec
(f) Control input 6
Figure 44 Control Inputs for the 4-mode 3-D panel flu tte r at A =  430 and A T /  A T a 
8 using PZT5A.






Figure 45 3-D panel flu tte r (A =  430, A T / A T cr =  8) suppression for the 4-mode 
model by using MFC.
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(a) Control input 1
(c) Control input 3
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(d) Control input 4
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(f) Control input 6
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(g) Control input 7
Figure 46 Control Inputs for the 4-mode 3-D panel flu tte r at A =  430 and A T /  A T C, 
8 using MFC.
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(c) Power spectrum density
Figure 47 Response of the 2-D chaotic panel flu tte r at A =  270 and A T /  A T cr =  8 
using 4 lowest modes.
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(d) Mode 4, q̂  (t)
Figure 48 T im e histories o f the 4 lowest modes for the 2-D chaotic panel flu tte r at 
A =  270 and A T / A Tcr =  8.
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2-D Panel F lutter Suppression w ith  PZ T5A  and M FC
Chaotic f lu tte r suppression results are shown in  Figs. 49-50.
V I.3.2 3-D Panel F lutter Control
The locations of the self-sensing actuators are the same as the static therm al 
post-buckling deflection suppression.
3-D Panel F lutter Analysis
The therm al loads o f th is  3-D panel is 8 times of the c ritica l temperature 
(0.2203F0). The dynamic pressure A =  440, which is less than the c ritica l dynamic 
pressure in  LCO case. A ll the analysis results for 3-D chaotic panel flu tte r are shown 
in  Figs. 51-52.




(a) Controlled panel flutter
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(b) Control input 1
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(d) Control input 3
Figure 49 2-D panel flu tte r (A =  270, A T  /  A T cr — 8) suppression for the 4-mode 
chaotic model using PZT5A.
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(e) Control input 4
Figure 50 2-D panel flu tte r suppression (A =  270, A T /A T cr =  8) for the 4-mode 
chaotic model using MFC.
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(c) Power spectrum density
Figure 51 Response of the 3-D chaotic panel flu tte r at A =  440 and A T /  A T a 
using 4 modes.
=  8
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(d) Mode (4,1) qu(t)
Figure 52 Tim e histories o f the 4 modes for the 3-D chaotic panel flu tte r at A =  440 
and A T  / A  Tcr =  8.
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3-D Panel F lutter Suppression w ith  PZT5A  and MFC
The control results are shown in  Figs. 54-56.
1 2  3 4
Time t, sec
Figure 53 3-D panel flu tte r (A =  440, A T /A T cr — 8) suppression for the 4-mode 
chaotic model using PZT5A.
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Figure 54 Control inputs for the 4-mode 3-D chaotic panel flu tte r at A =  440 and 
A T /A T cr =  8 using PZT5A.
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Prom all the results of panel flu tte r suppression, L Q R /E K F  is a very efficient 
controller for suppression flu tte r a ll three cases: LCO, therm al static post-buckling 
deflections and chaotic motions. NFCG and N K FEG  norm are also effective for the 
optim al placement of actuators and sensors. M FC is more efficient in  flu tte r suppres­
sion than PZT5A. When both M FC and PZT5A give good control performance, a 
smaller number of M FC is needed. For static deflection and chaotic m otion suppres­
sion, the estim ation is very im portant because those two cases, therm al loads w ill 
increase the d ifficu lty  o f control and estimation. Also the m ultip le  modes w ill make 
the estimation more d ifficu lt especially more than one mode is the dom inant one. So 
more actuators and sensors are needed in  the control of those two cases than LCO 
case.











Figure 55 3-D panel flu tte r (A =  440, A T / A T a 
chaotic model using MFC.
=  8) suppression for the 4-mode
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Figure 56 Control inputs for the 4-mode 3-D chaotic panel flu tte r at A =  440 and 
A T / A T cr =  8 using MFC.
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C H A PTER  VII 
CONCLUSIONS A N D  FU TU R E W ORK
VII. 1 Conclusions
Linear Quadratic Regulator(LQ R) w ith  Extended Kalm an F ilte r (E K F) is used 
to  suppress the nonlinear large am plitude free vibrations and panel flu tte r w ith  or 
w ithou t therm al stresses. For the free v ib ra tion  suppression case, the results ind i­
cate th a t by linearizing the system in  every tim e step, the E K F  can provide a state 
estimation for the LQ R  control based on good in it ia l state estimations. However, i f  
the free v ib ra tion  is changed due to  unknown causes, the in it ia l state estimation may 
be not good, then the L Q R /E K F  control approach results in  bad performance in  the 
suppression of the free v ibration. In  th is paper, a simple modal frequency identifica­
tion  a lgorithm  is proposed. I t  can identify  the changed modal frequency and update 
the accurate in it ia l state estimation needed for EKF. From the beam and composite 
plate examples studied, the adaptive L Q R /E K F  controller is efficient in  v ib ra tion  
suppression even when the unknown sudden changes happened. For the placement 
of the self-sensing actuators, the NFCG, H 2 and N K FEG  norm  methods are em­
ployed and compared for optim al location selection. PZT5A self-sensing actuators 
are studied. The results show th a t bo th  NFCG and H 2 norm  can give efficient con­
tro l. B u t different method should be chosen considering the number of inputs/ouput. 
The inpu ts /ou tpu ts  are fewer, the connection o f self-sensing actuators is simpler, so 
the method resulting in  smaller number of inpu ts /ou tpu ts  w ill be preferred to  apply. 
The adaptive control o f free v ib ra tion  of beams and composite plates is a learning
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process for a more practical application: panel flu tte r suppression.
For panel flu tte r suppression case, L Q R /E K F  controller can achieve good per­
formance. A  2-D and a composite 3-D panel are considered. W hen there are no 
therm al loads, the panel presents lim it cycle oscillation, which is sim ilar to  free v i­
bration case. B u t for free v ib ra tion  case, the firs t mode occupies more than 95 
percentage of the whole motion, so when the firs t mode of the m otion is estimated or 
controlled, the whole v ib ra tion  is easy to  be handled. B u t in  panel flu tte r case, the 
first mode occupies around 50 percent of the whole motion, other modes’ motions 
need to  be considered; also aerodynamic force should be considered in  the control 
process, so more control efforts are needed in  panel flu tte r suppression. Since every 
modes should be considered, more sensors are needed in  estim ation of panel flu tte r. 
B u t aerodynamic damping w ill make panel flu tte r converge to  some particu lar mo­
tions no m atter what in it ia l states i t  has, which also makes the estimation states 
from  E K F  converge to  real states much faster than free v ib ra tion  when sensors sup­
p ly  enough inform ation. So L Q R /E K F  can give good control performance for panel 
flu tte r.
When there are therm al loads on the panels, they become stiffer and produces 
therm al post-buckling. L im it cycle oscillation (including periodic motions), static 
deflections and chaotic motions happen under the condition. Contro lling of static 
responses and chaotic motions of panel flu tte r is studied and performed successfully in 
th is thesis. From the results, i t  is proved tha t M FC is more efficient in  the suppression 
than PZT5A since fewer M F C ’s are needed to  control the same condition. Estim ation 
o f motions is very im portan t in  the control of static and chaotic responses case. E K F  
has the same nonlinear structure as the orig inal system and uses linear approxim ation
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over smaller ranges of state space, so i t  has good robustness. A lthough the estimation 
is not so actually tracking w ith  the orig inal m otion, i t  is enough for m otion control. 
And control settling tim e is depend on the estimator, the faster i t  converges to  real 
motion, the faster the m otion can be controlled.
V II.2 Future Work
A fte r suppressing free v ib ra tion  and panel flu tte r w ith  or w ithou t therm al loads 
successfully, more practical aspects need to  be considered in  th is  problem.
F irst, for free v ib ra tion  case, therm al loads can also be considered. For panel 
flu tte r case, flow angle during fligh t can be considered. A lthough analysis results for 
above cases has been discussed in  some literature, but control of those conditions 
s till needed to  be developed.
Second, for panel flu tte r, when flow angle, dynamic pressure A and therm al loads 
change, adaptive or other intelligent controller can be designed to  solve such prob­
lems. Since under changing therm al stresses, panel f lu tte r ’s m otion w ill change be­
tween LCO, periodic and chaotic motions, which makes contro ller’s design more 
challengeable. B u t i t  is also a very practical problem which w ill take place in  flight.
Th ird , other efficient optim al actuator and sensor location method needs to  be 
developed. NFCG and N K FEG  norm methods work well in  th is  research, bu t they are 
suitable for linear feedback compensator. When nonlinear compensator is designed, 
such as fuzzy and neural controller, i t ’s hard to  apply feedback gains to  calculate 
NFCG or N K FEG  norms. So more general method is needed to  be derived.
Fourth, other fin ite  element model such as triangle element can be tried  to  model
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the system and find the optim al locations o f actuators and sensors. Since angle 
and shape of actuators and sensors can be considered when using triangle element 
or other irregular element, maybe better control performance can be obtained by a 
different angle or shape.
Finally, experimental validation is needed to  verify the L Q R /E K F  and system ID  
method in  suppression o f free v ib ra tion  and panel flu tte r w ith  or w ithou t therm al 
effects.
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